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ABSTRACT
An Evaluati on of Vocational Shorthand Competency
Attained in Utah High Schools
by
Alden A, Talbot, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1969
Major Professor: Dr . Ted D. Stoddard
Department: Business Education
A sample U. S. Civil Service shorthand test was given to
2,336 students of 66 Utah high school shorthand instructors to
determine the efficiency of shorthand students in taking shorthand at
80 words per minute and transcribing it with 95 per cent accuracy.

The

test was also used to compare shorthand achieve ment through the use of
typ ewrite r s in shorthand instruction, the location of the school, th e
size of class by number of students, and the length of the class
period .

Test scores were used as the means of comparison .

The test results were coded and punched into cards .

These

cards were the n tabulated by a computer and results were placed in
t ab le form for comparison at the .05 level of significance.
Only 4.31 per cent of the students taking the test passed it
with 95 per cent accuracy-- . 4 per cent of the fir st - year students and
15.1 per cent of the second-year shorthand students.
The pr ogr ams of teaching had no effect on th e students

iix

learning at the first- or second-year levels of instruction.

The

location of the schoo l had a n effec t only on the second-yea• s tudents
where students did better in rural schools than in urban schoo ls.

The use of typewriters, class size, and class length all

ad a

significant effect on the students' l earning of shorthand according
to the test results compared in this study.
(97 Pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
One of Lhe ma in goals of shorthand instruction in high
schools today is for students to acquire a vocational skill that will
make them employable upon completion of the course . l
Typical patterns of shorthand instruction in high schools in
the state of Utah are:

(1) one year of one-hour classes; (2) two years

of one-hour classes; (3) one -hour, one year classes followed by a
concentration of shorthand instruction in a secretarial practice block

program the second year ; (4) a two-hour block for one year; and (5) a
two-hour block for both first and second years of shorthand instruction.2
The degree of shorthand success achieved from one hi gh school
to another va.ries cons ider ab ly .

Some teachers maintain that part of

their students attain a marketable shorthand skill after one year;
other teachers insist that two years are necessar y to help students

gain a marketable skil l.)

lT. H. Bell, Executive Officer, Business and Marketing
Education Guide (Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah Board for Vocational
Education, 1966), p. 33, and Frank J. Dame, Albert R. Brinkman, and
Wilbur E. Weave r, Prognosis, and

Education (Cinc innati , Ohio:
p. 110.

Guida~

and Placement in Business

South -Western Publishing Company, 1944)

zE. Charles Parker, State Specialist, Business and Office
Educ atio n, Personal interview, Salt Lake City, Utah, February 3, 1968 .
)Richard D. Featheringham, "Two Years of Shorthand: A
Ju stification," The Ohio Business Teacher, XXVI (April, 1966), 43-44.

Among those highest in demand in the work force or today are
the stenographic a~d clerical workers.4

If these demands are to be

met, today's shorthand students must be taught by the most effective
methods and in the most favorable time period, whether that time be one
year or two years .

Statement of the problem
The purpose of this study was to determine the levels of
shorthand achievement which students in Utah high schools attained
after (1) a one-year, one-hour shorthand class; (2) two years of O<lehour shortha<ld class instruction; (3) one year of shorthand plus a
concen tration of shorthand instruction in a block program; (4) one year
of Lwo-hour class instruction; (5) two years of two-hour block instruction;
or (6) other.
1.

Mere specifica1ly, the objecti\'es <:>f the study were:
To determine the percentage of shorthand students who

successfully completed a three-minute shorthand take at 80 words per
minute with at least 95 per cent accuracy.

2.

To compare differences existing in the success of the

above five mentioned shorthand programs in providing students in rural
high schools a marketable shorthand skill .
3.

To compare differences existing in the success of the

above five mentioned shorthand programs in providing students in urban

high schools a marketable shorthand skill .

4Dickson S . Mullin, "Business Education and the Dropout
Problem,

11

The Balance Sheet, XLVII, No. 6 (1966), 246.

3
4.

•;.·o \'O<r1p arc a ny di:f~ r ~ ncec exis ting i n t he su-:::ess of

t he s horthand progr ams in p:- o-·iding a rr.a'!'ke tab le sho::- thnn:i sld 11 in

combining rural a nd urban high school s .
5.

To c ompare the shorthand achievement of th e f irst -ye ar

shorthand stud en t s who used typewriters with tho s e who did not use
typewriter s .
6.

To c ompare the shorthand achievement of second -ye ar

shorthand stud e nts who used typewriters throughout all shorthand
instruction with those who used typewriters only after the fir s t year.
7.

To compare the shorthand achievement of shorthand

stud e nts by vari ous class sizes.

8.

To c ompare the shorthand achievement of shorthand

students by cla s s periods of varying lengths.
The achievement of these obj e ctives was determined on the

basis of the scores of students on a sample U. S . Civ i l Service t e st

which was given during the week of May 13 through May 17, 1968.

(See

Appendix E, p. 74 for a copy of the test.)
Null hypoth es es e stablished for the study
The null hypotheses which were test ed in r e lation to th e
above objectives were:

1.

St udent s of first-year shorthand did not diff r in th e ir

2.

St udent s of second-year shorthand did no t differ i n thei r

3.

St ude nt & d id not differ significantly in th e ir abili ty ro

ability.

ability.

4

take dictation an·:i to transcr ibe their o-..;rn notee bec au3 e
location of

the.i.~

.:'·hool, -.-he ther th.:-·

e~·!:ool ;J& S

in an

<...:

the

~;~b-z.r

or a

rural setting.
4.

Students did not differ in their ability to take

dictation and to trans c ribe their own not s because they used
typewriter s in classroom instruction.

5.

Students did not differ in the1r ability to take dictation

and to transcribe their ow n notes because of the l ength of th e class in
which the students wer r taugbl.
6.

Students did not differ in their ability to take

dictation and to transcribe their own notes because of th e size of Lhe

class in which the students were taught.
I:nportance of the study
Very little research has been conducted as to the correctn ss

of any s horthand teaching approaches or methods.5

Therefore, shorthand

instr uc l ors have a major problem in deciding how their students
compare with othe r

~horthand

Crank says ,

1

stude nts.

'Teache rs of shorthand and tr anscriptio n mu st be

always alert to improved ways of making the teaching-learning process

more efficient. "6

Weinerman agrees by saying, "New methods should b

5John Phillip Calland, "The Extent to l-lhich Currently Proposed
Shorthand Methods Have Been Substaintiated by Research" (Unpublished
M. A. Thesis, Ohio State University, 1964), pp. 159-160.
6 ooris H. Crank, "Three Issues in Teach ing Shor th and: Materials,
Procedures, and Selection of Students," Business Education Forum, ~X,
No . 1 (1967), 3.

5

are commonly thought to be desirable for the development ut mark table
skill with a symbolic system capable of high writing spc<ds . " 8
This study wtll show shorthand instructors througr.ou t the
state of t:tah whether students in Utah are prodt:ci.ng at the seemingly
agreed up on 80 words -per- minute dictation level of competency with a5
much success as other students in the state who are being taught
under different time-length classes and under different shorthand
programs.
Studies should be made in shorthand in the secondary schools
of the state of Utah in relaU on to job entry requirem nt s . 9

:he

instructors of shorthand in the secondary schools of ::Jtah will be able
to use this study in deciding whether one year of training in shorthand
or two years of training in shorth and are necessary for students to
reach vocational shorthand competency, and also in che:c. king differences

as a result of the use of t y pewrite r s, differing cl ass size&, cliff ring

c l ass period lengths, and location of schoo l s .

?Anne Weine r man , "Do t h e Methods Used in ~he Development of
Dictation Ability Make a Difference? " Bus iness Education lJoru m, X·· ,
No . 1 (1967), 12.
8Leonard J . West , "Business Education,"
No . 67 - 11, October, 1967 (New York, New York: Div ision
Educat ion of the C~ty Unive r sity of New York , 1967) , p. 9.

e por·t,
_ea~he r

9Patsy May Pehrson, "An Assessment of Typewriting Skills
i n th e Secondary Schoo l s of th e State of Utah in Relation to Job
En try Requirements'' (Jnpublished M. A. Thesis, Utah State Univ rsity,
1967), p . 50 .

6

Delimitations
The

pr~tle~ J~

tis study :s dcilimited to

sen:~= ~igh ~

in the state of Utah offering sho rthand instruct i on.

·hools

The .>tudy is

further r estricted to an assessme nt of r esults which were obta ined
from a sample Federal Civi l Service t est whic h was sen t t o those Ge nior
high schools in the state of Utah who offer s horthand

instru~tion

nd

who agreed to participa t e in the study .
Limit a ti o ns

The following limitations apply to the procedures w.ich were
fo llowed during the study:
1.

No cons ideration was given t o t e achers and studentc as to

whether they had a comp l e t e understanding of t he instructions an.d
whether these instructions were followed correctly .

2.

All tests which were sent out w re not administered and

returned for eva luation .

A total of 1 , 122 tests, amounting t o

32 . ~5

per cent o f the tests, wer e eithe r not administered or no t r eturned .

3.

The

~ed P ral

Civil Seryice form of testing whi h was u ed

was new t o most students, but was not considered to

h av~

hs

an efi

.~ t

o n the r esul t s o f the tests .

4.

The t ests were admi nistered near t he e nd of t he school

year, and ye ar-end activ ities were n.ot considered as having had an
eff ct on the s tud e nts who took the test .
5.

:::he carne t es t was used for all students without regard

t o students ' experience (whether they were first- or

se~ond-year

stude nt ')

and without concern for t he approac hes which were used in teaching t he
s tud e nt s .

t~at

evaluation~.

Assumptions inhtrent in the study
Tht £3llowing assumptions

w~re

maje

con~erning

tt

·;dll ity

of this study:
1.

Eighty words per minute and 95 per cent ac..:.l,;ra..;y

~::'c.

a.

speed of dictation anj a rate of accuracy which are considered
sufficient to meet the requirements of vocational competency in
shorthand .
2.

The shorthand students of 66 teachers in 51 of Utah ' s

high schools participating in the shorthand test used in this study are
considered adequate to mAke this st•ldy valid .

3.
consid~red

The Federal Civil Service test used for this study was

a valid instrument for testing students involved in the

ta~t .

Definition• of terms
Entry jobs . --Initial jobs, or jobs w ich require no pre•Jious
work experience are cons idered to be entry jobs .
F deral Civil Service Test . --The type of test adminlster<Od
by the United States Civil Service Commission Involving e dictsticn
test, three minutes in length, instructions , a transcription booklet 1

and a multiple-cho i ce answer sheet ( See appendixes D, E,

<, G, and ll

for copies of the parts of the Civil Service T st used in this s:uJy . )
is a F deral Cic,il Service test.
Marketa le skill . - -A skill that is developed to a state or

8

' - . - .t..

r t.l'-'
~mp 1 oynPr•~

:.
R~ral

~~.--Rural

coun tr y and smzll,;r cities .

schools src schools

All

chools ex:e pt those in Salt

ar a, Og.:ier..., Prc-..:o, .s.cd Logan cities

Se.::retary . --A
gives

in.lorm.s.tion~

of clerics

lo~ated ~n th~

Ntrt!

ecretary ls a

consi.d12red rcra

pCI''::o DI"'.

who s . . . hed11l~~

takes dictation, and cthcrw·;::;e

relit!·~·

..~

~akc

......... r_c

City

:-, .

h.p Jir..tmrLt.:i)
:::::~~ ili: ·,

work . 10
Shorthand vocational compe t ency . - -For the purpose c.f thio

study, 80 words per
is considere

min~te

and transcription with 95 per cent

a ; ·~racy,

to be a speed rapid eonough for di<:tation and a tr·anscript

accurate enough to be cons i dered shorthand voca tionally

<''"" ~t<nt .

Stat istiGal significance. --Any differences obser-,ed 3t t lw
. OS significance leve l by analyses of the data was defined as
statistical

ignificance .

Stenographe:r . --A stenograp er is a person who
in shorthsLj cf

~o~r~?

cnJen e ,

r~pcrt~)

sn1

oth~r

tak~E

m&tter,

di·!:'ation

a~1

transcri.bE~ dictated material nsing thd typewriter . :1

lOunited States Labor Depar ·ment, Bureau of Employment
Security, Dictionary of 0 ·cupational Titles, 1965, Vol. I: De;O'.nitlons
of Titles (Thi!"d E.i iti on, Wash i ngton, D. C.: U. S . Govc>rn~nt Ir.i..n!.i.ng
Office, 1965), p . 635 .
llunired Stat~s L>:bor Department, p . 692 .

9
'l' ra na~~i p ticn .

-- The pr oc ess o£ c ov er ting

sho rt -....,~cj

no t es

into usf" ab le writ t en mats r i. 'l l i n t:rans !.! ript i o n . ]2

Urban schools.--Urban schools are defined as

th oo~

s c hools

which are located in the Salt Lake City area, Ogden City, Prov o City,
and Logan City .
Overview of study
Chapter two of this study gives a review of literature
related to the acquisition of shorthand competency and some advantages
of shorthand for vocational use.
The third chapt e r, based on methods and procedures, explains
how the study was conducted.
in group selection,

It is broken down into procedures us e d

testing procedures used, test evaluations and

procedures used.

All findings of this study are given in chapter four .

These

findin g s were based on the tests given to stud e nts enrolled in fir s tand s e cond-y ear s horthand c lasses under 66 teachers in 51 ot

l'l tl1

1

..,

high sch ools .
The final c hapt e r of the study is devoted to a summary of
the study, conclusions, and recommendations ba s ed upon the compl e t e

stu dy .

l 2nonald D. J e ster, The Shorthand Transcription Process and it s
Teaching Implications, South -Wes t e rn Monog r a ph s No. 108 (Cincinnati,
Ohi o : South-Wester n Publishing Co., 1963), p. 2 .

CHAP1"'ER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The literature which is related to the problem of this study
is divided into two main divisions:

(1) The acquisition of shorthand

competency, and (2) the advantages of shorthand for a vocation.
Acquisition of shorthand competency
The demands of business and businessmen must be made known

in determining the speeds and skill needed by shorthand students to
make them vocationally competent .
Various studies of the rates at which businessmen dictate

have revealed that speeds of even 100 words a minute are not
necessary for the ordinary needs of b:Jsir..e.ss . . . and that the
average rates at which businessmen dictate ranged from 60 to
80 words a minute . . . with as much as one - fourth dictated at

less than 60 words a minute. . .

1

Speed in dictation is often cited as a job entry requirement

when a prospective employee makes application for a stenographic job.
However, shorthand speed is not the only requirement of employers .
The cost of letters continues to climb whi l e the stenographer is

transcribing the letter.

Moreover, the transcription speed is important

1A Comprehensive Analysis and Synthesis of Research Finding
and Thought Pertaining to Shorthand and Transcription, Vol. 1, p. 187,
cited by Elise D. Palmer and Sally Bulkley Pancrazio, " • • • Shorthand
Se l ection Procedures:

Are They Ju stifiable?"

Forum, XXII, No. 1 (1967), 14.

Business Education

11
to the

busir~e.:.;'ila~- •

and t.1it

this spee·J, a .ct:ra,·y must bt.. .:.ncorporated .

for dictation i f the stenographer i s ac::' rat" and

kn owl~dg~able

in lh "

work she does, and businesses set a r a te of e ighty t o ninety words a
minut e for

i ctation speeds as a minimum standard f or s tud e nt s

~rt~r

two years of high - schoc 1 shC'rthand traini ng . 2
Someone has said that most high s~hool grad~ates o£
stenographic courses are merely "apprentice stenographer;:;."
Without e ntire ly accepting that somewhat harsh judgment, l e t
us say that the graduate of the one-year high school shor thand
course will usually need a longer apprenticeship in the office
than will the graduate of the two-year high school course .
What is the reasonable differenc e betwee n the two?
The graduate of the two-ye ar high school shorthand course
will be able to take dictation at a higher speed, read it b a~k
more rapidl y and accurate l y, type more rapidly and accurately,
and transcri be t he shorthand notes on the typewrit er more
rapidly and accurately . In addition to these differenc~ s in
the technic al skills of the stenographe r, the gradu ate of the
two - year shorthand course should have more background
knowledge of business in general and office work in parti cu lar,
knm•ledge that the one-year shorthand graduate will have to
ac quire during the necessarily longer apprentic eship pe riod on
the j ob in the business office.3
Ju st how long th e s t udent should study shorthand has been a
questi on a sked by and of business teachers for many years .

Some

teachers still have their own thoughts on the length of time to s pe nd for

2samuel Go ldsmith, "A Study of Standards for Type••riting ~nd
Shorthand," The Balance Sheet, XIX, No . 5 ( 1958), 210.
3Louis A. Leslie, Charles E. Zoubek , and Madel ine S . Strony,
Instr uctor ' s Handbook for Gregg Dictati on, Diamond Jubilee Series
(New York: Gregg Division, McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc . , 1963),
p . 22 .

12
thi s training and on h ow fa s t the s tudent s ho uld b

abl e

[ 0

take

shorthand to be t.:omp et2 nt and e mployable wh e n the s hort hani c: ou C'se is

finished.4
Featheringh am •ays:
Opponents of skill subjects are dubious as to whether or not
two years of shorthand can be justified on the high school level.
There is no reason to believe that the shorthand course should
be less than a two-year program when the intention of the student is
vocational. 5
Some instructors and texts refer to shorthand training as
vocational, personal, or for the purpose of taking notes.

However,

Gregg shorthand taken in excess of one year is stamped as vocational.
In Utah, "Second -year shorthand is vocational in purpose . 116

Spe aking

of Gregg Shorthand We s t says,
. . . numerous simpler alphabetic systems and less complex
symbolic systems have been developed, for which it is claimed
that writing speeds of about 80 word s per minute can readily be
a(tained in from one to two semesters of instructio n . These
s impler systems ar e some times designated as ''Personal shorthand:
in the public schools. 11 7

Dame, Brinkman, and Weaver r efer to Gregg Shortha nd as one of
the objectives of vo c ational business education.

It spe c ifically indicates the development of technical skills
to point where the students will be prepared for the requirements

4Lloyd V. Douglas, James Blanford, and Ruth Anderson, Teachi ng
Business Subje c ts (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey : Prentice -Hall, Inc . ,
1958)' p. 349.
5 Richard D. Featheringham , "Two Years of Shorthand : A
Ju st ifi cation," The Ohio Business Teacher, XXVI (April, 1966), 43 -44.
6 T. H. Bell, Executive Officer, Business and Markecing Educati on
Guide (Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah Board for Vocational Edu c at i on , 196 6),
p. 33.
7Leonard J. West, "Business Education," Research R .port, No. 67 - 11,

October, 1967 (New York, New York: Division of Teacher Education of the
City University of New York, 1967) , p. 9.
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of his first job and , if possible, be prepared for
advancement possibilities.8

Ruelas agress with the above quotation by saying,
Whatever alternative may be taken, consideration must be
given to the premise that shorthand training is aimed at true
vocational competency that will meet the standards and requiremen ts
of the employing community.9
In making a survey of ninety-seven businesses, Wilsing found:

Only twenty - nine of the ninety-seven employing uni ts in the
sample had established entrance stenographic standards. Of
these, a number stated two standards - -a higher figure for higher
level st enographic or secretarial positions, or the speed that
was desired; and the lower figure representing lower level
stenographic requirements, or a speed that would be acceptable .
. . . In either case, whether the lower or higher figures were
employed, the median s peed requirement was eighty words a minute. 10
Olsen reports, "Most emp loye r s require eighty words per
minute as a dictation speed with ninety-five per cent accuracy."

He

goes on to say that some job applicants ask to take tests at the
employment offices at speeds slower th an eighty words per minute such
as seventy or even sixty.

These s lower speeds, especially sixty words

per minute, are sometimes given to slower applicants, but only with

the understanding that they will not be recommended for stenographer jobs.

8Frank J. Dame, Albert R. Brinkman , Wilbur E. Weaver, Prognosis,
Guidance, and Placement in Business Education (Cincinnati, Ohio: SouthWestern Publishing Company, 1944), p. 110.
9 Enrique Ruelas, "Shorthand--Salvage the Bor derline Case,"
The Balance Sheet, XLIX, No.4 (1967), 165.

lDweston C. Wilsing, Is Business Education in th~ Public High
Schools Meeting the Needs and Desires of Businessmen ?, South-Western
Monographs No. 99 (Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publishing Co., 1959),
p. 25.
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They usua lly ar e pl aced ir a pos it i on as o f f i ce help or cl e rks where
oc ca s ion a l shorr hand is r e qe ire d . ll

Are we then striving to have all our students meet the
requirements for top stenographic po s ition s , or better yet ,
to become shorthand writing experts?
How many times have you heard of si tu a t i ons in whi c h the
pro s pective employer states: "He wa nt a ll our gi r l s to be able
to take shorthand . We actually do ve r y littl e dictation, and
lvhen we do, it is qu i te s low, but we like to have shorthand as
a job prerequisit e . l2

Advantages of shorthand
Shorthand is a rapid method of writing, according to Peck,
who s ays :
Tltis is a jet age ! Shorthand is jet writing! The first
automobile built tr aveled many times faster than man could walk.
Today 1 s airplanes travel faster than automobiles, jets faster
than airplanes, and spaceships faster than jets. In a like
manner a competent secretary writes shorthand m::tny times faster
than the employer can write lorrghand .13

Henrie notes the advantages of shortharrd by statirrg:
Wood r ow Wilson, another of our nat i on 1 s presidents, used his
shortharrd throughout his lif e and carried it to the doors of
success through which he passed. Shortharrd may not have pushed
open the doors for him, but i t helped him keep the doors swirrg irrg
once he was on the move. He even took his shorthand to the
capitol with him, and there it helped give him speed and ability
in his steps to suc c es s .l4

llHyrum S. Olsen, Courrselor, Logan Employmerrt Security Offices,
Personal I rrterview, Logarr, Utah, February 27, 1968.
12Elise D. Palmer and Sally Bulkley Parrcraz io, " . . Shortharrd
Selection Procedures: Are They Justifiable? , Business Educati on Forum,
XX, No. 1 (1967), p. 14.
13cladys Peck, "Counselirrg Today ' s Students About Shortharrd,"
Business Educatiorr Forum, XVII I (October, 1963), 15.
l4Bi ll S. Henrie, "Executives- -Vi a Shor thand " (Unpublished
Material, Heber State Colleg e , 1966), p. 5.
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Shortl·_artd can showe"! stu..itnts with advantages acd opportunities.
Students gain opportunitiE::, for pe·.rsoP a:. c..ortta ... t ths.t ca nr1vt be

experienced in any othe r way.

As a proft os ional secretary, students

may not only know what their boss does, but they will ofttn go with
him into important meeting& and will mEEt the many executi""?S who v isit
from other businesses.l5
Her

is a

newspap~r

quotation from the Wail Streat Journal

that points out some of the advantages of knowing shorthand.

This

article was entitled, "Bosses Partial to S orthand."
NEW YORK--A recent extens ive survey of classified help-wanted
ad sections in 30 large and medium-sized U. S. cities proved
that no matter how an employer l abels his secretary --Girl Friday,
private or executive secretary, ot· administrative assistant - -he
wants a girl who knows her shorthand thoroughly.
In one Sunday edit ion or the New York Times alone, there
were ads for 1,894 secretaries and stenograph ers , many of them
bilingual", a surprising number of them for men, and all of them
stressing shorthand. A bright, ambitious young person casting
about for an exciting position could have his or her choice of
advertising, law, public relation s , medicine , radio and
television, insurance , banking, publishing, transportation ,
engineering, theatre, personnel or retailing- -t o mentlon only a
few.
Chicago employers wanted 300 ; Miami, 150 ; Dallas , 150,
Los Angeles, 450; Det roit, 200 ; SeaLtle, 150; ~an Francisco,
175; Atlanta, 275; St . Louis, 150; New Orleans, 125 ;
Washington, D. C. , 150; and Boston, 125.
Salaries for shorthand writers were markedly higher than those
quoted for machin e operators, and the opportunities w re much
greater. There was considerable emphas is on trainee po3itions
for young men interested in learning the business from Lhe
secretary 1 s starring point.

15Frank Goldstein, A Handbook For ~ea che rs of Business
Education (Brooklyn, New York: The Caslon Preo , Inc., 1958),
p. 134.
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Age ranges also see med to be wi dening, with some localities
running ads for secretaries up to age 50. It wa.s not unusual for
large f1rms to advertise openings for as many as 100 secretarie s
and stenographers, while many employment agencies simply announced,
"Jobs Galore! "l6
According to Leslie, shorthand is easier to lear n than

longhand and is very valuable as a vocational skill.l7

Businessmen

have answered the question of why they insist on shorthand writers as
stenographers and secretaries , and they give direct reasons for feeling
this way.

Here are just a few:
1.

They are loath e to use a dictating machine.

Even though

today's machines are quite simple to op erate, many businessmen

are not willing to take the time to le arn how to us e the machine
and how to dictate so that the transcriber can turn out a

satisfactory transcript in a reasonable length of time.
2.

They prefer to dictate to a shorthand writer because they

can make changes, insertions, and deletions, in their dictation

more easi l y and quickly than they can on a dictating machine.
3.

They prefer to dictate to a s horthand writer because the

stenographer can supply information, prices, dates, etc.,

information that the businessman could h"ve to hunt up for himself
if he were dictating to a machine. Furthermore, the stenographe r
can often catch mistakes in grammar or in facts before
transcription is started.

4.

They have difficulty obtaining and holding machine

transcribers; gir ls find machine transcription tedious .
5.

In some compani es, they cannot pay dictating machine

operator s as much as they pay stenographers and secretaries . l8
Zoubek cites the foll owing:
Recently, a teacher in t he Midwest was told by her superintenden t
that in this d ay of automation machines would soon replace
stenographers; therefore, he was thinking of discontinuing all
shorthand offerings in the high schoo l. The teacher decided to

16"Bo sses Partial to Shorthand ,"
January 12, 1960.

The Wall Street Journal,

17Louis A. Leslie, Methods of Teaching Gregg Shorthand (New York,
New York : Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company , Inc.,
1953), pp. 254-255.
18Charles E. Zoubek, "Shorthand on the l~ay Out?
The Business Teacher (November, 1960, Reprint) , 2-

Hardly ~ "
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the letters

letters .

3rom the Depsrtmen o: Lmploy:ulrt .:>e~urity . • !nr.capt:.ll6l
Minnesota:
" . . . ':'t-.is off.tc cur:;:·er~tly ~as 1!0 opt:nlngs io-:·
women who take dictatio~ in shorthand dnd on ly si openings :or
trans cribing machine op~rators . :or the past st~~=a ve&rs w~
have never been able to come cloaa o ii:l1ng the demar.1 [_r girls
with shortr.and proiiciency . , . we sin'erely '.ope t'".at O<~:C s hools
will not do anything to ag5ravate the ~erlOU5 shortage of sborthand
s t enographers .

_rom the Montana Stat Employment Service: " Montana ike most
other states, ~as a shortage of qual ified stenographers with a
ski ll in shorthand . . . • We believe that too litt l emphasis is
b ing plac d on shorthand everywhEre .
From the Wisconsin Slate Employmeut Service:::., Mllws.ukce,
Wisconsin· 11 The man in charge of tht: commercial u.n iL of this
office inform& me that of 50 re quests currently an file for
s tenographers • , , not una calls !or an applicant with dic t ati ng
machine training .
From t he Employmer..t Security Cmmnission, D s Moines, ImJa:
"We have a constant shortage of stenographers who can take
dictation . We are cor.ducting a recultlng program ln Iowa, ho p ing
to obtain 500 gir l o £o:- De.; Mojnes c.:..:ic£·':S . "20

Summary of chapter
Most lit rature found concerning this stcdy w s 1n agreement
o n s peeds and skills needed for shorthan

~ompetency .

::'he sp ed most

o ften recommended was 80 words per minute w!th 95 p r cent accura c y in

19Ibid.
20 I bid . , p . l.
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transc.riptior(.

All

li~e:-a ... u·"t

r€v:'...:".7eJ agr(;.ed

advantage to ai 1 st· dents ·..J!-.0 f.r.:-::::·.. e·l ir:l. the

t~at:

shortr.-:..ri was an

C'Jurs~

ar::l -,_.h

ap

·~ied

themselves in learning the skill for vocational use .
The reason why employers have placed shorthand as an important
phase of the office work is bec ..htSL they realize shorthand ' & grr at st

advantages and purposes--Shorthand adds speed and saves
has always been important to good businessmen, and it
be an important factor.

ime .

w~ll

Speed

continue to

Speed, accuracy, and time saved mean money

saved for the businessman .

Shorthand ls determined to be a vocational skill.

Teachers,

therefore, must help their students prepa!'e to meet the needs of business

as it is today and as i t will be in the immediate f<rture.

':hi s mans

that teachers must prepare their studenls to take dictation irt shorthand
at a rate of at least eighty words a minute.
must not stop here.

'I'he teaching, how ver,

The student must work with typewriting, grammar,

punctuation, and the many other abilities and skills which prepare him
to be an efficient transcriber of shorthand notes taken.

Most students of shorthand will spend at least

tNO

years in

high school training before they will reach a level of competency
placi ng them in an employable position as a secretary or a stenographer.

At this time they should be vocationally prepa::eJ with adequate job
entry abilities to place them on a job where they can

fu~tner

prcve

themselves and take advantage of opportunities cffered them in today ' s
modern world of business .

c::APTER

II:

MET"rlODS AND PROCEDURES

The methods and procedure• used in conducting this stu y ar
divided into four main sections:

(1) procedures used in selection oE

groups to be tested, (2) procedur es used for testing, (J)

pr cc edur~s

used for evaluating tests, and (4) summary of chapter.
Procedures used in selection of groups to be tested

A letter and questionnaire (See Appendixes A and B, pp. 64-67
for copies of the letter and questionnaire . ) were sent to each

shor thand instructor in the state of Utah high schools to aocertain the
instructors' willingness to participate in this study by giving their
students a Civil Service shorthand test.

The results from the l tter

and questionnaire sent to each of th e 112 shorthand instructors in the
Utah high schools were used in selecting the population for this study.
The results for teacher-questionnaire returns are shown in Table 1 .

Table 1.

Number and percentage of responses to t eache.r questionnaires

Nt 1mbcr of
Que~tionnaires

R turned

Percentage oi
Questionnaires
Returned

------------------------------------------------Number of
"Yes 11 Responses

72

64 . 3

10

8.9

Number of
"No" Res ponses

Questionnai r es

Received After
Deadline Date
TOTAL

_1.
84

75 . 0

20

',..""" i'=> am:"~ t. rtrrt

were returned.

o a 73 per

queslionnaires sent for reply .

c~nt

r.c.:: . . . :-n on

[ ~ t-

ach~r s

Seventy-two of the t

~~. turning

questionnaires indicated that thf'Y would administer the teo t to the.r
shorthand students.

This amounted t o

6~.J

p<-r

c cn.~

of the tea - hers

According t o th e quest::.onn a:i.res returned,

responding in the affirmative.

these teachers had a total of 3,458 students in th<e ir sh orthand rlasses .
All students who registered for classes involving first - or
second-year shorthand under these 72 shorthand instructors in Utah ' s
high school were the possible subjects for the study .
of Gregg Shorthand, Diamund J ubilee

eries .

All were students

Some of the teao ers who

previously indicated their willingness to give the te s t
give it so late in the school year.

wer~

unable to

'.:'able 2 shews the number and

perce ntage of teachers who administered the test and returned the test
answer sheets.

Table 2.

Number and percentage of teachers returning

t

st answer

sheets

Number of Teachers
Returning Tests

Percentage o( Teachers
Returning 'i'ests

Teachers Who
Gave the Test

66

91.7

Teachers Who Did
Not Give th Test

...£

_D

72

100 . 0

TOTAL

Of the 3,458 tests sent to the 72 instructors, 352 tests were
sent to Lin..

':dX

1nsLructors who did not administe r and return any
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compl<;ted tests.

Some of the 66 teachtrs

~nvolved

in the testing

elected not to give the test to all of their classes.

Conflicts

arising from year-end school activities presented some problems, which

prevented some instructors from giving the test to all of their
shorthand classes.

Table 3 shows the number and percentage of

students who took the test and whose test results were returned in
comparison to the 3,458 test blanks sent to inst ructors to be
administered.

Table 3.

Number and percentage of students in test -return re su lts

Number of

Student Tests

Fercentage of
Student Tests

Tests sent to Six
Teachers Not Returning

Completed Test Results

351

10.2

771

22 . 3

39

l.l

3 ,458

100.0

Classes and Absent
Students Not Given
The Test Sent to
Their Instructors

Inva lid Test Results
Not Usable Returned
Usable Test R suits
TOTAL

The test was only given once to each class during the week of
May 13 through May 17, so any absent students the day of the test were
not tested.

Two thousand

th~ee

hundred thirty-six students took the

complete test a nd returned their an>wer sheets .

(See Appe<1d"x I, p . 86

for schools where the test was administered and the teach e r s who ac tually
participated in the testing.)
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Of the 2, 336 tt.st

d

'='wf-_r ~he~t~ returnt~rl, 39 did r.ot have the

identification infvlrn&tl c r. cump1e-t.?3 dr-i, ... l. r£:'!-:oreo,

in the find1ngs of this study.

.::.u~,;.t(i

r.ot be used

The usablr ret"rns amounted to 66.42

per cent (2,297 tests) of the 3,458 te - t s sent to all 7Z in,tru tors
who originally indicated that they would give the te l .

Procedures used for testing

The dictation test uoed for testing the students was the
sample U. S. Civil Service

~est

takPn from the 'Stenographers,

~y p ist,

Clerk, and Office Machine Operator" booklet. 1 ( See Appendixes D, E, F ,
G, and H, pp. 70-85, for a copy of the te st.)

The actual test used

for dictation was thr•e minutes in length and was dictated at 80 actua l
words per minute, regardless of word l0ngth.

The test anj all v...:rbal

instructions for timing ea(:h part of the test

Wf'r

each instructor agreeing to give the test.

taped and sent to

A letter and written

instructions were also sen t to the teachers giving them instruction for
aiding the students in filling in identifying material on the students '

answe r sheets.

(See Appendixes C ar1d t:, pp . 68- -3 , for instructio n

to the teachers . )

The identifying material included was s t up to

evaluate the students' status in the following areas:
from shorthand training

{1) resu lt s

x perience, (2) r esults from typewriters being

used in connection with shorthand training in c lass, (3) results from

lcommission's Personnel Measurement Research and evelopment
Cen t er, Un it ed States Civi l Se r vice Commission , Stenograpter , Ty pi st ,
Clerk, and Office Machine Operator, What It Is, and How It Is Given
(1964 Edition, Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office ,
1964), pp. 43-50.

I
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I

class

period~

re~u

'

in minut s, and (6 ) r sults from

t3 from l~ 1gth o[

iden ti£ i~aticn

of

school as to urban or rural loc ation.
The tape was als o accompanied by an instruction sheet for

each stud e nt, explaining procedures for taking the test; a work sheet
fo r each student, for use in transcribing shorthand notes; and an :-.:BM

1230 document No . 509 answer shee t for each student t o use in
supplying identification inf o rmation and fina l answers to the test.
(Se e Appendixes F, G, and H, pp.

7 i -8J,

tor copies of instructions,

work sheets, and answer sheets , )
Teachers were first instructed to help students fill out a ll
identi f yi ng materia l on the answer sheet according to instru ctio ns s o

the tes t s could l ate r be grouped and scored.

Five

minut~s

allotted for comple ti on of the identifying mat e rial.

wer

to be

The tape was

then to be t urne d on by t he instructor and allowed to run for the full
forty minut es without stopping untLl instruction s were given to stop

the tap e .
The voice on the rape gave the stude nts an allotted amount
of ti me f o r each part of the t es t--readi ng of in structions , actual
dictating of th e rest, ttansc ribing of note3 according to provid d
ins tru c tions, and transferring o f answers to the IBM answer sheets .
Final

instruct~ons

given on the tape were for the teacher

to gather the IBN answer sheo:ts completed by each student, ohut off
the Lape, and return th e tape along with the gathered answer sheets
which were ti1en t o be eva luat ed .
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Procedur es used for evaluating tests
Each c0mpletcd answer sl-:e:et , when

!"'etu;r~r:: d,

was

•.~ec k t.:!J

carefu ll y to see that the identification 3ection of the shtet had bePn

fi lled in prop e rly and to see that the answe rs for the test had be n
recorded as instructed.

Those tests whi c h were marked with pen rather

than with pencil as instructed were gone ove r with pencil so the tests

could all be corrected , compared, and evaluated by the 1230 scoring
computer.

The scores and other identifying information from the

answer sheets were then punched into IBM cards to be used

~n

evaluation procedures .

All IBM cards punched with information derived from the test
answer sheets were run on the IBM 360 computer at Utah State llni.ver s ity
to meet the objectives of this study .

these cards were:

The two runs used .for eva lu ating

QUEST for tabulation data and F-raties, and BASIC

for analyses of variances.

The results from these computer run s were

used to meet the objectives of this study by means of variances and
comparisons.

The statis ti ca l significance l eve l of .OS was used where

applicable in making these compariso ns.

Computer No. 360 runs w re

made for the following information:
l.

Total number taking test.
a.

Total number of first - year students .

b.

Total number of second - year students .

2.

Number of tests passed at 95 per cent or over.

3.

Number of tests passed at 90 per cent to 95 per ce nt .

4.

Number of tests passed at 85 per ce nt to 90 per cent .

5.

Number of tEsts passed at 80 per cent to 85 per cent.
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pabsed at 70 per cent to 80 per cent .

6.

Number: o f

.. t:::;ts

7.

·""umbt?r o f

t-.: ::; t a pas; ed at 60 p r cent to 7U P "1 ...: c.:nt .

8.

Number of tests passed at

9.

Number of tests with scores below 60 per cent .

so

per cent to 60 per cent.

10.

Number of first-year students passing in each ...--:atC!~ory above .

11.

Number of second-year students passing in each

12.

Number of rural school, first-year st udents passing each

caLo::')!,Dry

a bove .

category above.

13.

Number of rural school, second-year students passing i n

each catl'' ry above.

14.

Number of urban school ,

f~rst-year

studencs passing in

each cat Cg d r y above.

15.

Number of urban school, second-year students passing in

each categor y above.

16.

A comparison of Lhe different teaching programs used in

this study to see if a difference oi significaGce is shown by the test
scores from the different programs.

17.

A comparison of the achievement of first-year shorthand

students using typewriters 'lViLh those who did not use them.
18.

A comparison of the achievement of second-year

~tudents

who used typewriters throughout all shorthand instruction with those
who used them only after the first year.
19.

A comparison of the ach ieveme nt of shorthand students

in each class-size breakdown li sting in the test answer sheet categories .

20.

A comparison of the ach i evement of shorthand students in

classes of varying lengths as broken down in t st answer sheer categories .
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All tests and

~cmparisons

maje for this study

~ere

based on

the test scores oi the student::; participattng in the shortl-"ar:.d test.

This placed all schools and students on an equal basis, as first - and
second-year shorthand students ' scores were rated separate1y.

Summary of chapter
All students participating in the test were first - or secondyear students of Gregg Shorthand, Diamond Jubilee Series.

All students

taking the te t used tl:e same shorthand system and the tests were all
g i ven during the same week, May 13 through May 17, 1968.

The test

scores were then compared to measure the obj ect ives of the s lud y .

The

test was given during the fourth quarter of school, near the end of the
year, so the students would be near completion of the courses in which

they were involved.
Only the students' test results were used in the objectives
of the study for measurement comparisons.

All comparisons and tests

used in the findings of this study were made from the test scores of the
indiv idu al student answer sheets returned.
The students 1 test scor e ans\vt:'!r sheets were scored on the No.

1230 scoring machine at Utah State Univ rsity .

-Jariances and comparisons

using all t est scores were determined by use of the F-ratio s tatistical
measurement at a statistical significance leve l of . 05 .

These

statistical comparisons were made on the IBM 360 computer at Utah St ate
University as required to mt.'( t the objectives of the study .

CiiAI"'I'E.R I"i
F:l';'DINGS

The findings of this study are th£ rest.:lts of scor"s and

comparisons of those scores on a shorthand test, dictated at 80 words

per minute, counting each word regardless of length oi the

~ord

a~

one word, given to 2,297 first and second-year shorthand students in
the secondary schools in the state of Utah.

Of the 2,336 tests

administered and returned, 29 lacked the proper identification

information needed for comparison purposes and were, therefore, not
used in the findings of this study.
The findings of the study are divided into sections as
follows:

(1) results from test scores by percentage breakdown, showing

the number of students passing the test, (2) results from comparison
of the different shorthand teaching programs, (J) results from r•Jral

school shorthand test score comparisons, (4) results from urban school
shorthand test scores comparisons, (5) rt.::sults from combined rural and
urban school shorthand test score comparisons, (6) results from test

score comparisons where typewriters were and were not

us~d

1n

first-

year shorthand instruction, (7) results from te&t score compari·ons
where typewriters were and were not used in second-year shorthand
instruction, (8) results from class-size compartsons usLng test s ores,
and (9) results from class-length comparisons using test scores.
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-.:'"•J":'e-5 b'' pc-I'-:' E'r!:d~tShOWtng~~mber o.: 5l Ljtr~·- ~ e.:~.::;SHlg

l::_.~_Ki c ~
th 2 to:'b[.

Rt?sults ff...:..m tt..=:

for this study was 125 poin ts.

(Se~

App end ix G, p . 79, £ r a copy of

the tesl work sheet showing 125 po ssible selection blank •. )
the 2,297 usable test results was chcckc.:!
T~.1e

and was assigned a number score.

a·:~o r·iing

Edch o£

to cor::ce:t rt:sponsE;s

scored answer sheet,:> we r e thr·n

separated ac cording to whether t he t est 'WS:S taken by a fir3t- or a

second-year shorthand student.
As shown in Table 4, the test scores w2re

categcriz~d

according t o nuntber scores and also percentages for convenience of

understanding test results and f ot· t bt re2:ulc

Table 4.

Grouping

Groupings ust:d. in test

sco r~

Perce ntage Sco re

~omparison,, ,

breakdown

Test Score
Categories

0 - 49

0 - 62

50 - 59

63 - 74

3

60 - 69

75 - 86

4

70 - 79

8 7 - 99

5

80 - 84

100

105

6

85 - 89

106

- 11 1

7

90 - 94

112 - 118

8

95 - 100

119

- 125
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~tudents

who to o k the d tctaUc n and tran::;crib£:.1 ua:.ng

shEets with a mintmum ot 90 per c.er.t accuracy.

~ith

95 per

c~nt

ans-~.~·~:r

other tPst-scure

CCJn~u.iCTt"d

Categor ieS &rC &lSO impor tar.t &r.J Will f

were not passed

:-·h~

t1-.(.-~r

lf,

['"f.:

:.lr~djr.g.;;

&ccur&cy.

showing the ntlrr.be:-r of _:.rst-ye:ar sh...,rtf ar..d st.Jder.ts J.Yf.o s_..:.rcd 1n c:a...:h

category and the
in each

pe~C<ntage

of tht 1,684

f,~st-year

shortha~d

cat~gory .

Ta ble 5.

Test Score
Categortes

NumLer and re:- ... ~nLa.gt: of :u·st-~yea:: stLder.ts in
categut'J breakJ\.lWn a: ... ording tc student tE:3t scc:"ts

Nllmber of

PercentagL of

Stud nts In
Cat~ gory

S tuJe.n 5 In
{ aCt.·gory

0 - 62

1, 19~

,_

222

75 - 86

148

8. i

- 99

70

.. l

100 - 105

20

1.1

106

111

10

118

13

119 - 125

_ _6

TO'i.AL

1,68.'.

63

87

112

-

-

round

students

~L~r.:

l • . 'l
l) .

1

.7

99 . 6°

5Total rer~t:'nt6ge doES not ~q~dl 100 p~: ~ent t c~u ~~ ~~
error in com pute~:t.:.ons .
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A::.

given.

t-,

~ho;.'Tt

~n

Only 39 per cenL

.-··able j, :::mly

o(

.'~

per cent or

t hE

:

lrst-yedr

the fLrst-year otude nts pas seJ the t st wtth

a sco r e above the 50 pe r cent l eve l.
Table 6 gives a bredkdown . us1. ng rhe caregor1E-s
wh ich

show~

the nGmber of

th~

4,

61 3 second-year sho rthaGd stLde nto who

scored in eac h category and tht:

Table 6.

n Tab l

pe r ce r.tage in each o f the gro p s .

Numbe r and perc e ntage of second-year s tude nts in ca egory
br eakdown according to student t st scores

Perce ntag of
S t<"dent-• In

Tes L ~ .... ~.re
Ca t egories

Number of
Stude nts In
Gat gory

0 - 62

126

20 . J

63 - 74

65

10 . 6

75 - 86

81

13 . 2

87 - 99

76

12.3

- 105

50

8 1

106 - 111

54

8.8

112 - Jl8

68

11 .0

...22

15 . l

613

99 . 6 a

100

119

125
TOTAL

Catego ry

0

aTo tal percentage does not e qua l 100 per cent be cause o f
of

rou11

I

ff

L rror

in co mputati o n s .

Second - ye ar students did be tt r on the test than did th
first-y€ar s t udents.

At the 95 per cent accuracy l E:vel, 15 .1 pe r cent

of lhe second-year shorthand &tu dent.s pa sse d th e l es t.

Nearly 80

31
per c.enl (79.5) oi
above ll'.e 50

p~r

th.t

se . . . ond-yco::- bt .. aerts J=:a.:>sej tl:c. tc::.t ·;,.·_th a

~core

cent level CL·tnpa::- .:i witt on l ;,• 39 pe·r cenr on tl-. e: i:irs t-

year student 1 vel of shorthand train1ng.
of all second-year shorthand test scores
at above 90 per cent .

Over one-roGrth (26. 1 per cen t )
u.:H~d

Less than 1 per cent

o~

in this study . .h re passed

the first-yedr

s~udcnts

passed the test at above 90 per cent .
Table 7 gives a breakdown uaing the categor-ies in ·:able 1.. and
showing the number of 2,297 first-year and second - year shorthand
students involved in the testing for this study who scored

category and the percentage in each of the

Table 7.

~n

each

ategories.

Number and per~lntage of combined first- and secon -year
student breakdown according to student test scores

Number of
Students I n
Category

Percentage of

Test Score
Categories
0 - 62

1,321

57 . 6

63 - 74

287

12 . 5

75 - 86

229

10.0

87 -

146

6.J

100 - 105

70

3.0

- 111
- 118
- 125

64

2.8

81

3 .5

_.22.

_u_

2,297

100.0

106
112
119

9~

TOTAL

Stud nls In
Category
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Of all 2,297 studel1ts
passed it at

th~

co~ilplo;!:ting

the t12st. only <': .3 pPr cent

9_- pe:::.- crnt a.:cu:·.s...::.y lc·Jel o.!: competer..cy .

:.ess than

10 per ceat (7.8) of all students used fct the testi ng for this study
passed the test at 90 per cent .

Only 13 . 6 per cent of the tPsts wPre

passed at 80 per cent and above; and oaly

42 . ~

pe r cent of all tests

used in the study were passed at above 50 per cent.
Results from comparison of the different
shorth and teaching programs

The d1ffereat shorthand teach1ng programs use d as a basis for
t h is study were as follows:

(1) one year, one-hour shorthand class ;

(2) two years of one-hour shorthand class instruction; (3) one year of
shorthand plus a concentration of shorthand instruction in a block

program ; (4) one year of two-hour shorthand class instruction ; (5)
two years of two -hour hlock instruction; and (6) othe r.

These programs

will be compared separately as they apply to either f1rst - year or
second - year shorthand students.

Table 8 is a compa r ison of programs

one, four, and six as listed above.

Table 8.

Summary for analysis of variance between the three shorthand
programs involving first-year shorthand student.:;

Source of
Variation

Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL
8

Sum of

Degrees cf

Squares

Freedom

Me an
Square

f - Ratio
2 . 44a

280.12

2

140 .06

95,858.01

1,670

57.40

96,138.13

1,672

Not significant,

F.os

for df2, 1,610

L. 60
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As is showr_ in 7sblt 8, no signii1 .:...-t .:ii r ierencc·;:,
in compar 1ng th e :iLrst-ycc.

~rcrthar.:i

btudent.3

o~

tl:.c d~ :·.~f:

wet·t~

!:ound

rent pr-ogrdms

at the . 05 level of significance req oi ring an F-ratio of 2.60 .

Th ts

finding shows that no specific teaching program pr·esently b('ing us€

in

teaching shorthand in the Utah high schoo " ts be tter rhar> any other
programs being used on the first-year instructlon level .
Tab l e 9 is a comparison of programs two , three, fiv , and

six representing second - year shorthand teaching programs pr ese. ntly being
used in the Utah high schools.

Table 9.

Summary for analysis of variance between shorthand
programs involving s eco nd-year shorthand students

Source of
Variation
Betwe e n Groups

Su m of
;

Squ..:.1r~..;

514.20

Degr.c1:1s of
Fre""'dom

3

F-Ralio

171.40

Within Groups
TOTAL

He an

Square

95 .22
58,836.64

60.>

aNot significant, E' .os for d£ 3 , 602

2 .62

Table 9 shows th at no signiii ca nt d1fferences "''ete [uund in
second -year shorthand teaching programs.

In comparing the se programs

with each other at the .05 level of significance, an F -ra rio of 2. 62
is required f o r the difference to be significant, and the

esu lt s from

this test result ed in an F-ratlo of only 1.80.
All teaching programs involved in this study were placed tn
the fiv e teaching programs repre sen ted in th

shorthand classes of the

Utah high schools, except for two c lass e s (one eac h ) of two different

34
schools.

These two classes belong to group six, labeled "other."

One

of these schoo ls indicated that shorthand was tacght only .,v;;ry othe r
day (two students involved), and the other school indicat ed that
shorthand was taught only three days a week (25 students involved).
Only 27 students were involved in these two programs so the numb ers
were not adequate to affect comparisons, but they were used since

they wer e part of the completed test results returned.

Two of these 27

students were second - year shorthand students, and 25 were first-year
shorLhand students.

When the two students ' scores on the second-year

shorthand level were compared with all other second-year s horthand
students as shown in Table 9, there was no significant difference at

the .05 level.

However, when averaged alone, these two students had

an average score of on l y 76.5, while all other second - year students had
an average score of 95.22.

The 25 first - year shorthand students of

this group, according to Table 8, did as wel l as the other stude nt s in
t he tabl e at the . 05 significance l eve l.

However , when averaged a l one ,

they had an average score of only 49 . 44, while a l l other first-year
shorthand student gr oupings had an average score of 57 . 40.

The test

results of the students of these two schools in the "other " grouping

did not show that the students were doing as well as the students being
taught under the first five teaching programs listed .
Results from rural school shorthand test
score compari sons
Of the students involved in this study, 48 did not clearly
indicate whether they were from rural or urban high schools, so the
results of this comparison are based on the 2,249 (1,639 first year

35
and 610 second year

:;Ltdt;nts making Lht= proper ij~·nti£i .... at 1 )OS on

thtir answer st-.eers.

Only .1 per cent of all first-year rural stud nts used in this
study passed the test at 95 per cent.

?c·.,er than 1 p<"r cent (. 7) of

the rural, first-year students passed t\,e test at 90 per cont.
half (69. 2) of the students were unabl
p r cent accuraoy.

to pa3s th

O'Jer

test at even

~0

Of the 30 .8 per cant rural, high school, first-year

shorthand students passing the test at above 50 per cent aocuracy, only
2.4 per cent passed the test with 75 perc nt accuracy .
Table 10 shows the percentage of the 824 r ural, first-year
shorthand students who paosed the test at the different leve l s or
categor i es used in this test as broken dcwn in

Tab le 10.

Table~.

Number and percentage of first-year rura·t school
st udents according to category breakUown

Test Score
Categories
0

Number of
Students In
Cat.ogory

Percentage of
Students In
Category

62

5 71

69.2

63 - 74

122

1"<.8

75 - 86

73

8.8

87 - 99

34

4.1

100 - 105

ll

1.3

106

- 111

0 .8

112 - 118

5

0.6

119 - 125

_l

~

TOTAL

8L•

99 . 7a

dTota l percentage Joes not equa l 100 per cent because of
round-offtrror in computations
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nly 11.9
per cent oi the second-yoa r students scored at l ess th an
Near ly o ne fourt h,
cent and above.

~Ll.9

~0

c nt .

p~r

per cent) of rheE>e students scort..d .JL

q~

pe r

Of tf:e 25 1 :5eco nd- year , rural school students, J'LL.

per cenl scored at 90 pe r ce nt or· above as compdr tel wi h only . 7 pt r ce nt
c~nt

of the fi r st-year students; 64.3 per cent scored at 75 per
better as compared to 2 . 4 per cent of the fi r s t -y.ear, rura l

or

~horthand

students.

ohort hand

Table 11

sho~s

the perccntag

of the 251 rur al ,

o t udent~

who passE-d the test at tt,e

dlf.:'er~nt

~~~and-yea r

Je v.do

<> T

categor ies used in this study.

Table 11.

Number and per centage of second-year rural schoo l
s t ude nt s according to cate gory breakdown

Test Score
ategori s

Number of
Stude nt s In
C&t<'gory

0 - 62

30

11.9

63 - 74

23

9.1

75 - 86

36

l l.. J

87 - 99

26

10 . J

100 - 105

22

8.7

106 - 111

25

9 .9

- 118

34

13 .5

119 - 125

..E.

.?U

TOTAL

251

99 .6a

11 2

8 Tola l pe r cen tage does not equal 100
r ound-of£ e rr or in computatjons

PerL ... ntagt.' of

Students In
Ca t ego ry

p E:L

cen t b ~.:(aus.: of
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Rt.:::;ldL.., tram urban s~!-.-~~~!

sl

t

scor~

Clmpar_.!_~"'~

study, not a bingle

~tudent

pa~~ed

the

t~~l

Only . 9 per cent of tl, se s tudencs pa».ed tl:e
Nearly three-fourths (72.3

p~r

cent) of the

9~

&t

per

t c, t

ot~J•n

~e[.~

or higher .

a.t 90 r "' cent.
s w re unable tn

pass the test at an accuracy level

bGVc 50

r~:

per cent level of accuracy, 6 3 per

~~nt o~

the 8!5 tirst-year,

urban sludent3

manag~d

to pass

th~

cent .

At th, 75

t~st.

T ble 12 shows Lhe number of students as well as the
p rc.,ntage of students who passed tee test at the differE.nt levds of
accuracy.

Table 12.

Number and percentag~ of first-year urb•
stud nls according to category breakdown

s.hool

Number of
8tudents In
Category

Percentage ot
Students In

- 62
- 74
- 86

590

7t. . 3

98

12.0

73

8.9

87 - 99

35

t,. 2

100 - 105

8

0.9

106 - 111

3

O. J

112 - l.l8

8

0.9

- 125

_Q_

..Q.,Q

815

99. sa

Test Score
Categori s
0
63
75

ll9

TOTAL

Cat~gory

·--------··
a'rotal per...-:entage doe-s not
round-of£ error in compurat~ons.

~qual

100 per cent

becaL:.~t'

or
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'i'he 359 s..::cond-year, urban sch o ol students diJ

the study test than the fuse-year •tudents did.

Of the

h better on

iL

s~-.o nd-year

s tudents, 10 . 5 per cent passed th e t est with 95 per cent accuracy or
better.

At the 90 pe r cent level of accuracy, 19.9 per cen

of the

second-y ar studen ts pass the test compared to only .9 per cent of the
first·y0ar students .

Only 26 . 1 pe r cent of the second - year, urban

students tailed to pass the test with at least 50 per cent accuracy ,
while 72.3 per cent of the first - year students fai led to pass at this
leve l of accuracy.

At the 75 per cent level of accuracy, 49.5 per cent

of th e second-year students passed the test compared to only 6.3
per cent of the first-year students.
Table 13 shmvs the numbe r And percentage of second-year

shorthand students from the urban schools who passed the test at the
diffe rent l eve ls of accuracy as shown l.n Table 4.

Table 13.

Number and percentage of second-year urban school
students according to category br eakdown

Categories

Number of
Students In
Category

P rcentage of
Students In
Category

0 - 62

Test Score

94

26 . 1

63 - 74

42

11.6

75 - 86

44

12.2

87 - 99

50

13.9

100 - 105

28

7.7

106 - l l l

29

8 .0

112 - 118

34

9 .4

119 - 125

~

10 . 5

TOTAL

359

99 .4a

aTota l percentage does not equal 100 per ce nt beca us e of
round- off e rro r in computations .
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Results from combined rural and urban school
shorthand test score comparisons
The mean averages of the rural and urban school st udents '
scores were computed to determine whether there was a significant

variance difference in the two groups at the .05 level of sign ifi ca nce .
The same test scores and figures shown in Tables 10, page 35, dnd 12,
page 37, were used in calculations provided for the following
F-ratio table, Table 14 .
Table 14.

Summary for analysis of variance between first-year
shorthand test scores for urban and rural high
schools students

Source of

Sum of

Vari atio n

Squares

Between. Groups

Within Groups

TOTAL

Degree of
Freedom

Mean

Square

173.63

173.63

94,185 . 00

57.50

94,358.63

3.02a

1,639

aNot significatn, F.o5 for df1, 1,638

3.85

A compar is on of first-year shorthand students in rural and

in urban schools does not give a significant difference at the .05
level using the F-ratio.

For a significance at the .05 l eve l of

significance, an F-ratio of 3.85 is required, which is higher than
the 3.02 figured for Table 14.
The scores of 610 second - year shorthand students give a
difference of significance using the F-ratio at the . 05 level for a
difference of var i ance amounting to 13 . 62 in compar ing urban and rural

40
sc hool s .

Th,, sig nificant difference was determined by us e of th e

J ig un'S sbm\7 n i n Tables 11 and 13 as is shown in the F -·ratl o table,

Table 15.
Table 15.

Summary for ana lysis of variance between second-year
shorthand t es t scores for urban and rural high school
students

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Betwee n Groups

Within Groups

TOTAL

Mean
Square

1,283.5 1

1,283 . 51

57,391.95

94 . 24

58,675.46
8

Degree of
Freedom

Significan t,

r. 05

F-Ratio

610

for d£ 1 , 609

3.86

Test scores used in this study, as shown in Table 14 and

Tabl e 15, show no s ig nificant differences in urban and rural school
shortha nd stude nts a t the first-year level, but the scores do show that

rural s chool shorthand stude nts are doing significantly bet te r at th e
second-year level than are the urban school second-year students.

Results from test score comparisons where
typewriters were and were not used in firstyear shorthand instruction

Of th e 1 ,647 first-year shorthand students returning answer
sheets, 37 did not indicate whether they used typ ewriters .

Of th e

students making the prop •r id en tification, 926 students used typewriters
in shorthand instruction and 721 students did not use typewrit e r s i n
shorthand instru ction .

Table 16 gives the test score mean of the

students in each of these two grou ps .
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Table 16.

Number and mean averages of students who used
t ypewr1ters in first-year shorthand in struc tion

Number of
Students

Group
Used Typewrit ers
Did Not Use
Typewriters
TOTAL

Test Sco re Mean

Of Group

926

50 . 72

___lQ

4 6 .95

1,647

A ca lcul ated significance of 10.54 was figured using the test
scores of the students represented in Table 16 .

This ratio of 10 . 54

is significantly different at both the .05 and .01 levels.

First-

year shorthand students who used typewriters in shorthand instruction

during the year, therefore, did significantly bet ter on the shorthand
test used for this study than did those students who did not use
typewriters as is shown in Table 17.
Table 17.

Summary for ana lysis of variance betwe en first - year
shorthand students who used typewrit e rs and those
who did no t

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Between Groups

Within Groups
TOTAL

Degree of
Freedom

574 . 47
89,638.9Z.

1,645

90 '213 . 44

1,646

F-Ratio

571,.. 47

10.54 a

54.49

asignifi cant J F
.05 for dfl' 1, 645

3.85

8

6.66

Signifj cant' F.Ol for df l' 1 ,645

Mean
Square
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Rc:;ults from test SCL ·c\... compar i sons where
typewriters were and we.r~ not used i n
second-year sh orthdnd 1ns tr uction

341 second-year shorthand students (27 2 second-year

Of th

students did no t make any identification as to the use of ty pewriters )
used in this study f or typewriter-use comparisons , 220 c.sed typewr ters
both years of instruction and 121 used ty pewriters only the second
year of shorthand inst ruc t io n.

The test score mean oi these c:wo groups

i s given in Table 18 .

A ca l culat ed value of 12.68 was computed from the figures in
Table 18.

This gives a s ign if i cant F-ratio difference in variance

at th e .OJ

ctld

also at the .01 l eve ls of significance as is shown in

Table 19.
Tab le 18.

Number and mean scor e of second-yea r students

and their use oE typewrit e rs

Group

Numb r of
Students

Tes t core Mea n
of Croup

220

86 . 37

Used Typ wr 1ters Both
Years o f Inst ruc t1 on

Used Typewriters Only
Second Year of Instruction
TOTAL

97 . 26
341
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Table 19 .

Sumrr.al)' r:or analysis of varian:e between !lecord-)ear
sl.orthar i ~tu.dcr1ts 'Wl-:a :.,3cd typewri tcr s ar~d th 'Sc ~ho

did not

Degrees cl
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Source of
Variation

Mean
Square

Within Groups

TOTAL

24,727 .66

339

25' 652.34

340

72 . 94

asignificant, F.os for d£ 1 , 339

3.86

r. 05

6.70

aSigni£1cant,

12 . 68a

924. 68

924.68

Between Groups

F-Ratio

for df 1 , 339

Second-year shorthand student• who

us~d

typ wr iters only the

second year of shorthand instruction did signu' 1cancl y better th an
Lhose students who used typewriters both years of instruction .

Onl y

55.6 per cent of the 613 second - year shorthand students ind1cated
whether they used typewriters.
year students

If the other 41.. .4 per cent of the second-

ad indicated their us

of ty p wr1rers, tte

have been d1f ferenr than they are shown here .
of students not be1ng

us~d

r~ ov lrs

might

This large percentage

1n this finding m ght have caused

inconsistency between first- and second-year s orthan

th~

students and their

us e of the typewriter find ing s .
Resu lt s from clctss~size comparisons
using test scores
Included in th1s study was a quest1on conce r ni ng the number

of students in each o£ the classes where shorthand was t aught in the
Utah high sc oolo.

rudcnts were asked to 1nd1cate the numb

of
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students in their present shorthand class .

Tab l e 20 shows the sizes of

classes recognt zed i n thi s s tudy ranging irom a c l a.ss siz e u · 0 to 3
students up to the class size of 40 and above stu den t s.

Table 20 .

Mean scores achieved and number of s t ude nts i n e dch of
the different first-year shorthand class sizes used in
this study

Student
Class Size
Breakdown

Number of
Students in
Cl ass Size

0 - 5

12

6 - 10

Mea n Scores

Of Group

38.1

41

46.6

11 - 15

110

46.1

16 - 20

227

46 . 7

21 - 2'>

361

51.7

26 - 30

569

48.0

31 - 35

246

52.0

36 - 40

37

46 . 7

~

55 . 2

40 and
above
TOTAL

1,645

The number of students shown in the center column of Tab l e 20
represents all first -year students who took the test for this study and
who indicated the number of students in t heir shorthand c l ass on t h
test answer sheet .

This indication was not made by 39 of the fi r st -

year students who t oo k the test.
The ca l culated F-ratio for the information given in Table 20
is shm•n in Table 21 at the .05 significance leve l as 1.95.
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Table 21 .

Summary for analysis of variance between firsl -ye ar
shorthand student test scores for diff e rent cl a ss
sizes

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Between Group s

Within Groups
TOTAL

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean

Square

:·-Ratio

2.J•7a

1,071.16

8

133.90

88,827 . 12

1,636

54.30

89,898 . 28

1,644

asignificant, F .Oi tor df 8 , 1,636

1.95

A definite significance of 2.47 was found to exist between
the test scores of first-year shorthand students in the different class
sizes.

The Tukey statistical test was used as a comparison test

between class-size groups to find the group mean scores that are
significantly better than other mean scores within the F-rat.io test

comparison at the .05 significance level.l

This test is made by

computing a difference, which is significant at the 5 per cent level,
then comparing it with the sample difierences in the experiment or

comparisons of F -r atio statistic being used.

(D~Q~/) .

1'he number of

students in the smallest class - size group is used in this test
comparison being different each time a different group is the s malle st
group used in the remaining comparisons of the groups as long as the

1snedecor, George W., Statistical Methods, (5th Ed . ;
Ames, Iowa: The Iowa State College Press, 1956), p . 251 .
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gro up contains l p"r cent of the tot al students in the OV<c-all
comparisons.

':h

compat:i sons made to find. which gr o ups in ':'ab l e 20

are signi ficantly better than other gro ups by c lass size are shown in
Table 22.
Table 22.

Comparis ons made between first-year shor·thand stud ~ nt
class -s iz e grou ps to find sign ifi cance betwe en gr oups

Group

Mean

Size

Score

Mean
-3 8. 1

Mean
-46 . 6

Mean

Mean

-46.7

Mean
-48 . 0

Mean

-46. l

-4 1. 7

-52 .0

40 and
Above

55.2

17 .1

9. 1

8 .6

8 .5

7 .2

3.5

3.2

31 - 35

52 . 0

13 .9

) .9

5.4

5.3

4.0

.3

21 - 25

51.7

13.6

~

u

u

u

26 - 30

48.0

9.9

1.9

1.4

1.3

36 - 40

46.7

8.6

.6

.l

.0

16 - 20

46.7

8.6

.6

.l

6 - lO

46.6

8.5

.5

ll - 15

46.1

!L:..Q.

0 - 5

38 .1

Mean

As is shown in Table 22, the 0 - 5 group is significantly
poorer thdn every o th r c lass-size gr oup used in the comparison .

The

ll - 15, 6 - 10, 16 - 20, 36 - 40, and the 26 - 30 groups are all
significantly poorer, according to their mean scores, than the 21 - 25 ,
31 - 35, and the 40 and above gr oups; and are a l so signifi c antly bette r
than 0 - 5 gr oup .
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The 21 - 25 group is signific antly poorer than the 40 and above group,
but is neither significantly better or significantly poore r than the
31 - 35 group.

The 40 and above class-size group is significantly

better than all groups used in the comparisons except the 31 - 35
group, but is neither significantly better or poorer than this group at

the .OS level of significance .
Of the second-year shorthand students , 612 provided adequate,
clear information for use in the comparison of class sizes.

This means

that only one second-year student did not provide the information asked
for in this comparison.

The number of students in each class-size

breakdown and the mean scores of the different groups are given in

Table 23 .

Table 23.

Student
Class Size
Breakdown

Mean scores achieved and number of students in
different second-year shorthand class sizes

Number of

Students

0 - 5

Mean Scores

Of Grou p
71.3

- 10

52

77.2

11 - 15

78

78.9

16 - 20

116

91.6

21 - 25

202

91.6

26 - 30

128

94.1

27

66.3

6

31 - 35
36 - 40

80.0

41 and
above

TOTAL

_1

612

69 0
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The number o:: students in t he lsst two groups
not sufficiently large to

ra~~·e

1.

':able LJ are

an ei::ect on the c la ss-size comparisons.

These two students involved in the last two groups apparently mad
improper indications on their answer sheets as to class size.
there should have been more students in these two group size;;,

Otherwise ,
'Iher fo r e,

these two students were not used in second-year shorthand 't dent
size comparisons.

The calculated significance at the . OS l evel £or the

group comparisons is 1.96.
Table 24.

This information is shown in Table

2~.

Summary for analysis of variance between second - year
shorthand student test scores for different class sizes

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL

l ass-

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Ratio
6 . 16 a

3,655 .5 4

8

456 . 94

44,722 .71

603

74. 17

48,378.25

611

asignificant,

r _05

for df , 603
8

1.96

The F-ratio significance of 6.16 was found in compar ing all
second-year students by class size.

These c lass siz es Wbre broken

down further and ranged according to group means t o find significance
between groups as is shmm in Table 25.
The Tu key statistical test was again used to make the compariso ns
between groups used in the F-ra t io test for second-year students of
shorthand for determining which class sizes were significantly be tter
at the . 05 l ev l than other class sizes .
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Table 25 .

Group
Size

made between second -ye ar short ancl
student class size group> to fin:l sign.if1.:ancc
between groups
Compar~sons

Mean
Score

Mean

-66.3

Mean
-71.3

Mean
-77.2

Mean
-78 . 9

Mean
-91.6

Mean
-9 l. 6

94 .l

27.8

22 . 8

16.9

15.2

2.5

2.5

91.6

25.3

20.3

14.4

12.7

.0

91.6

25.3

20.3

14.4

12 . 7

78.9

12 . 6

7.6

1.7

6 - lO

77 . 2

10 . 9

.2.:.2.

0 - 5

71.3

~

26
21
16
ll

31

- 30
- 25
- 20
- 15

- 25

66.3

With regard to the seven groups compared in Tabl e 25, Lhe
31 - 35 class-size group is sufficiently po or er than any and all of the
other groups to label it the poorest grouping of the choices presented
in the table.

The choices presented in the standard c lass-size break-

down column of Table 23 are the class sizes presently used ior second year shorthand in the state of Utah.

In comparing the 31 - 35 group

with the best group, 26 - 30, a calculated 6 . 16 F-ratio shows it to be
definitely poorer than the significant 1.96 at the .05 level as is
indicated in Table 24.

Th e 0 - 5 group is sufficiently poor er than all

other class-size groups shown in Table 25 except the 31 - 35 group.
The 6 - 10 and the ll - 15 groups are neither sufficiently poorer nor
sufficiently better than each other .

They are, hm<ever, poorer than

the 16 - 20, 21 - 25. and 26 - 30 groups .

The other three groups,
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16 - 20, 21 - 25, and 26 - 30, though

nc•t •igniricantly

ad:.:'~r~c:t

when

ompared amung thtrn&clves, t1rc sigr..iticar..tly better than tr---.:" ether
groups used in the comparison at the .05 leve l of significance.
Ihe fourth (1 6 - 20), fi fth (21 - 25), and sixth (26 - 30)
groups of shorthand students listed in Table 23 are not only the b•st
groups for class sizes as shown by scores for tr is stu y al"'.d as •ho.,n
by the Tukey tesc in Table 25, but they are also the most ire qu nt
class sizes in Utah high schools io·r sa ..rl'!0- es.r

~tc!.·tr.,~:i

a

Lr!:ll ... a:·ed

by t he number of st udetlts used i !"'. t h1 s st"':h

Results from class length
using test scores

comparison~

The different length class period s uot'd fat·

lt'd~hin!S

rirst·

year shorthand to 1 , 640 students in the state of Ctah wer·e comp ared to
see what effect they had on shorthand instruction.

There were 44

first-year students who did not indicate the class period length in
which they were taught and are therefore not used in this section of
the study.

Tab l e 26 gives the number of first-year shorthand students

who were taught in each of th e different class period lengths ltsed for
shorthand instruction in the state of Utah high sch ouls .
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Table 26 .

irst-year shorthand mean scores ac hieved and
number of students in diffe rent length class p2riods

Class Length
In Minutes

Number of
Students

Mean Score s

t.o

5

50 .8

45

53

46.6

50

1,022

48.6

55

389

54.8

60

_J11.

40.6

TOTAL

of

Groups

1,640

The 40-minute class period does not have sufficient students
for

d

re l i <•b [,

Table 2'7.

l < ''

and showed no effect on the figures in Tab l e 27.

Summary for analysis of variance between first-year
shorthand student test scores for different class
lengths

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Square

F-Ratio

Between Groups

2, 544. 13

4

636 .03

ll. 97a

86,861~

1,635

53. 13

89,406.08

1,639

Within Groups
TOTAL

aSignificant, F.05 for d£ 4 , 1,635

Mean

2 . 38

At the .OS l evel of significance, a calcu lated F-ratio of
2 .38 is necessary for a comparison difference to exist i n the
given in Table 26.

figur~s

The Tukey statistical test was used to make
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c~mparis0ns
y~ar

be:Nten tbc

sh·~!'tha.n~

dif~cren t

class- length groupa used b: firs

::.L: erts in lea rn i!':.g sho~!:hand ~o ii nd which l ength

class periods were significantly better ;;t the .05 level than other
class length per iods .
Table 28 .

The compariso<ls made are shown in

~able

28.

Comparisons made between first·year shorthand student
length class per iods to find signlf icance betveen

groups

Group
Size

Mean

Mean

Score

-40 . 6

Mean
-46.6

Mean
-48 . 6

Mean
-50 . 8

')5

54 . 8

14 . 2

8.2

§..:1.

40

50.8

~.....Q.

10 . 2

!!.:1.

2.2

50

48 . 6

8.0

2 .0

45

46.6

..2...J2.

60

40 . 6

The 60 - minute class length peri od is significantly poorer
than th e o th er five c lass length periods used in this comparison to

label it t he poorest group in t he comparison .

~

·.·

The 45- and 5~ -minut e

class length periods are neither sufficient l y poore-r or

s ~=ficient ly

better than each other, but both are poorer than the 40 - and 55-m"nute
class length pe riods .

The 40-minu te class period is poorer than the

55-minute and better than the 45 - , 50-, and 60 - minute class l ength
periods .

The 55-minute class l ength period is sufficient l y better than

the other groups at the .05 level of significance to make it th e best
length class period for teaching shorthand to fi r st-year s
students.

ort~an i

These comparis ons we r e made as shown in Tab le 28 by uae o f

the Tukey statistical test tor comparison be twee n groups.
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Seye n sec:>r,d -Jear s orthand
c lass pt rif•·:i l 7tg t :'"'..

did r: o t ind1· ate th e ir

st ~; der.ts

Of the 606 se ..:0nd. - yea.r st u:. e nts

rf2~p _ .... ..!L r,g

t ,, t':: t

class-length ident i fication on their test answer shee ts, only three
class lengths, the 50-, 55-, and 60-minute classes, are

r e ~ r esented

as

being used in Utah high schools for teaching second-year shorthand
classes .

The s e

ar~

shown in Table 29.

The number of students in each

of these c lass sizes is also given in Table 29 .
Table 29 .

Second -year shorthand mean scores achieved and
number of studen ts in different length class periods

Cla ss Length
I n Minut es

Number of
Students

Mean Scores
Of Groups

so

377

86.0

55

193

94.1

60

___12_

76.1

TOTAL

606

At t e . OS l evel for the F-ratio, a calculated F of 3 . 02 is
necessary for significance in comparison of class lengths Gsed in
Table 29 .

This is shown, as calculated, in Table 30 .

Table 30.

Summary for analysis of variance between second-year
short and student test scores for different class lengths

Source of

Sum of

Variat:i.on

Squares

Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean

Square

F-Ratio
9 . 03a

1, 391.96

2

695 . 98

4~485 . 62

603

77.09

47,877 . 58

605

-- - - - - - - - aSignificant, F . OS for d£ 2 , 60 3

3 . 02

:·r.e

=-"--"Y statbtlc al test i->r comp ari6on betweer. groups

shows the 55-rr.:r.-::<,

~

a3s length group to be s igniO:!. ant l y better, as

shown by the Clvi l Service Shorthand test given, th an both t he 50and the 60-minute groups at the . 05 level of significanc .

:he 50-

mi nute gr oup, although significantly poorer than the 55-minute
group, is sig nifican tly better than the 60-minute class length
The

60 -mir.~te

gro~p .

cl ass length group, according to the student scores in

this group, is significant l y poorer than both of the other groups in
this se cond -year shorthand student class length comparison .
Both the firs t - and second-year student test scor es indicate
that the 55-minute class period is the best class length to be used in
shorthand instruc ti on .

The 50 - and 55 - minute class periods are the

most freq uently used class-period lengths for shorthand class ins truct ion
in the Utah high schools .

Cc:.:.F~BR

SUNMAR ·,

CONC~USIONS,

•

AND RE C:OMME!\1lATDNS

St .denta who registered for first- and second-year sh0rthand
in the righ sctc ols in Utah during the 1967-68 academic year we-e the
participants in this investigat ion.

Of the 112 shorthand instructors

in the state o£ etch high &chools, 66 instructors from 51 different
schools gave the test for this study to their students .

0£ the students

taking the test, 2,297 filled the answer sheets out prop erly and were
used for this study .
All tests and comparisons made for this study were based on
the test scores of the students participating in the sh orthand test .
This placed all s hools and students on an equal basi s as first- and
second-year shorthand students ' scores were rat ed separately.
All shorthand students, both first-year and s cond-ytar ,
used in thi s test were taugh t Gregg Shorthand, Diamond J •; b

1~.,

They were all tested during the same week of the school year .

:·eri<'>.
The

results of this test were used in comparison evaluations, which pr o ided
th e foll owing summary of findings :
1.

Only six first-year shorthand students ( .4 per ce

and

93 second-y ar shorthand student ( 15 . 1 per cent) for a total of 99
(4 . 31 per cent) students in the whole tested population achieved the
95 per cent accuracy on the 80 words per minu te dictation test material .
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2.

:::c~re

wes no significant difference in the students '

pe rformance in ar.; cf the fi ve different teaching programs compar"d in
this study as measured by the test results used in the study .
3.

Test sc ores used in this study show no

signl~icant

differences in urb an and in rural school shorthand student l earning
at the first year leve l, but does show that rural school shorthand
students are doing significantly better at the second -year shorthand
level than are the urban school shorthand students .
4.

First-year shorthand students who used t ypewrite r s in

shorthand instructi on did significantly better on the shorthand test
than those students who did not use typewr iters .
5.

Second-year shorthand students who used typewriters only

the second year

f shorthand in•truct ion did significantly better on

the shorthand tes t than those students who used typewriters bot h years
of instruction .

This finding may have been influenced by the fact that

44 . 4 per cent of the second -year shor thand students did not i dicate
their use of the typewriter and were, therefore , not used in the comparison .
6.

F•r•t-y ar short hand students did significantly better in

shorthand training in class sizes of 21 - 25, 31 - 35, and 40 and abov
students .
7.

Second -year shorthand students did significantly better

on the shorthand test in classes with 16 or more students , but not
more than 30 st udents .
8.

All students of shorthand, both first and second year ,

did significantly better on the shorthand test in classes that were 55
minutes in length .

The

so-

and 55-mi nute cl a sses are the most popular

class lengths used in Utah high schools for shorthand Instruction.
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Cone lu s i o ns
Spe~ifi~al l y ,

e ach of th e f ollow i ng are conc l usi ofis

re a~he d

as a result of this study :
1.

The majority of first-year and second-year s horthand

students in Utah high s chools need additional training to reach a l eve l
of vocational compete<>cy in the use of shorthand skills.
2.

The five programs of shorthand instruction us ed in Utah

high sc hools ar e all doing about equally well in training shorthand
students for preparing the students for vocational employment.
3.

The location of Utah high schools, urban or rural, has

little or no e f fec t on the learning progress of first-year shorthand
students.
4.

Second-year shorthand students do significantly better

in l e arning shorthand skills in rural Utah high schools than those
second-year shorthand students in urban Utah high schools.
5.

The use of typewriters is a valuable aid in the learning

of shorthand skills for first-year shorthand students .
6.

Students who take two years of shorthand in Utah high

schools do better if typewriters are used only during the second year
of shorthand instruction rather than if typewriters are used both years
of instruction .

This conclusion may be influenced by the fact that

44 . 4 per cent of the second-year shorthand students did not indicate
their use of the typewriter and were, therefore, not used in the comparisons

of the study.
7.

First-year shorthand students are better prepared in

classes involving from 21 to 25, from 31 to 35, and 40 and above students.
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B.

S<·cond-year shorthand s t udents are bette r pr.,pared i n

cl asses involving not fewer than sixte en stude nt s and not mere t an

thi rty s tu dents than they are in the smaller or larger classes .
9.

The most effec tive class length for t e aching shorthand

in Utah high schools is 55 minutes long.
Recommendations

Based on the above conclusions, the following rec omme ndations
are made:
1.

At l east two years of shorthand should be made available

to students in Utah high schoo ls if they are to gain vocational
competency in using the ski ll.
2.

Students taking first-year shorthand should be encouraged

to take second-year shorthand in Utah high schools, especially i f they
are taking the class for vocational purposes.
3.

A similar study should be made in Utah high schoo l s

allowing students to transcribe their notes at the typewriter.

This

would allow the students to demonstrate typewriting, punctuati on , and
other skills, as we ll as the shorthand writing skill, so that studen ts'
competency in these r e l a t ed skills could be determined.
4.

A study should be made in Ut ah high schools to see why

second-year shorthand stude nts do better in rural schools than in urban
schools i n shorthand preparation.
5.

A study should be made in selected shorthand classes to

evaluate typed transcripts to see if the students taught under the
different programs of teaching explained in thi s study are do ing equally
well not on l y in shorthand but also in the transc ripti on ski ll s .
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determine

6.

A st

tL2

smcLr:t c ~ time i':!.rst-yw2a.r shc::-tt·. and stodent::. shcu .:i spend

l

should be made in the Utah high sc!:oc:s to

in using typewriters in the instructional processes in shorthand
7.

lasses .

A study should be mad e in Utah high schools to determine

the amount of time second-year shorthand students should spenJ in using
typewriters as a teaching aid in shorthand classes .
8.

A f rther study should be made in utah high schools to

determine the ef:!:t.ot which the number of student.s in a class has on th<"
learning of shorthand at both the first- and second-year levels of
shorthand instruction .
9.

A further study should be made in Utah high schools to

determine the effect which the length of class periods has on the
learning of shorthand at both the first- and second-year levels of
shorthand instruction.
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UT AR

S T ATE

UNI VE R S I TY

DARYL CHASE, PRESIDENT
LOGAN, UTAH, 84321

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
ROBERT P, COLLIER, DEAN
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS EDUCATION
AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
April 26, 1968

Dear Shorthand Instructor:
Are your students gaining a competency level skill in shorthand that will meet the requirements of business when they leave

high school?

Rave you ever wondered how students over the state

are measuring up in vocational shorthand skill competency?

"An Evaluation of Vocational Shorthand Competency Attained
In Utah High Schools" is a study that is being undertaken as a
master's thesis at Utah State University. This study is being done
in conjunction with the Utah Sta te Department of Vocational Education.
The results of this study wil l be based on an unpracticed
3 - minute shorthand test similar to those given by the Federal Civil
Service to be given in high schools throughout the state of Utah.
The success of this study depends on the co-operation given
by the shorthand instructors in the Utah high schools . Please fill
out and return by May 6 the enclosed questionnaire in the stamped
and addressed envelope provided.
Sincerely yours,

Is/

Alden A. Talbot

Alden A. Talbot
/s/

E. Charles Parker

Charles Parker
State Specialist
Business and Office Education
Enclosures (2)
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Appendix B
Qu es t ionnaire t o All Shorthand Instructors
i n Utah High Sc hoo ls
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QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Do you teach shorthand?
If your answer is

11

Yes ______ No.

No 11 , skip items No. 2, No . 3, and No. 4;

complete item No. 5 and return the questionnaire in the
envelope provided.
2.

Length of your school class periods in minutes.

3.

Program of shorthand classes and enrollment:

45 ___ 50

55

60_

(Specify number of classes of each type being taught and
combined enrollment in each type.)
No. of
Classes

4.

A.

One-hour, first-year shorthand class.

B.

One-hour, second - year shorthand class .

C.

Two-hour block, first-year shorthand c l ass.

D.

Two-hour block, seco nd-year shorth and class.

E.

Other, (please specify ).

No. of
Students

Will you administer a test, taking one class period any day during
the week of May 13 if the test tape, ins true tions, and answer forms
ar e sent to you?

YOU WILL NOT BE REQUIRED TO CORRECT THE TEST .
YES

5.

Name:
School Name and Addr ess :

NO _ __
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Appendix C
.Letter to :nstructors Agreeing to Administer
The Shorthand Test
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S T AT E

TNIVERSITY

LOGAN , UTAH , 84 321

COLLEGE OF Br5L'ESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

ROBERT P. COL~::ER , DEAN
DEPARTME N'i m· BCS:N"LSS E:JCCATION
AND OFFICE A!lM:::\::5::-RA'l'::ON

May 9, 1968

Dear Shorthand Instructor:
Thank you for completing and r eturning the qu estionnal re
for my master's thesis research.
Enclosed are the instructio ns for adminis te ring the shorthadn test, answer sheets for the s tudents, the taped test to be
giv en for shorthand, Ex hibit No . 1 for the students, and an
addressed envelope to be used in ret ur ning the answer sheets
filled out by t he students and the taped test to me. Will you
please see that the students have a soft-lead pencil to be used
on the answer sheet of this test if at all possi ble.
The test may be given any day d uri ng the week of May 13
through May 17 _ It will take about 45 minutes to complete thi o
test . StLdents may use a regu l ar shorthand notebook for taking
the di cta ti on for the test.
You may wan t to read ques ti ons 1 through 5 of the instructio ns
before time fo r giving th e test so you can have answen r"ady t o
help the students and save time on thi s part of the Lest.
Thank you again for being so very he lp ful in this stu dy .
With out you r he l p il could not be completed.
Yours tru l y ,

Is/

Alden A, Talbot

Ald en A. Talbot
Enclosures
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r:~_!" ___t!_Q.O~

to Teacbers Civl ng 7e.:;t
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WSTRUCTIONS
Steps one (1) through five (5) should not take more than five (5) minutes .
1.

Please do not practice the dictation material i n any way.

2.

Check to see that all st udents have a soft-lead pencil if at all
possibl e.

3.

Pass to the students the answer sheets printed in red.
(Note that the a nswer sheet is numb ered across the sheet
rather than down.)
Do

~

fill in identification mate r ial at the top of

the answer sheet .
4.

Pass to the students the instructions and transcript entitled

Exhibit No. 1.
5.

Go over the following supplementary material to be filled in by the
students with those students participating in the test.
A.

Exper ience in short hand training:
(Length of class period )
If the student is a second-year shorthand student, have him
mark both answers No. 141 and No . 142 on the answer sheet
as foll ows. I f a first-year shorthand student, have him mark
only No . 141 leaving No . 142 blank.
First year: Hark on answer sheet under No . 141.
One -h our c la ss , blacken blank 1 under No. 14 1.
Two - hour class , bl acke n blank 2 und er No. 141 .
Othe r, blacken blank 3 under No . 141.
Second year: Mark on answer sheet und er No . 142.
One -h our class , blacken bl a nk 1 under No . 142 .
Two-h our c lass, bl ac ke n blank 2 und e r No. 142 .
Oth e r, blacke n blank 3 und er No . 142 .

B.

Were typewr iters used in connection wi th shorthand training in class?

Have second-year s tudents a nswer both No. 143 and No . 144
as follows . Have firs t-year shorthand stu de nt s answer No. 143
l eaving No. 144 blank on the an swe r shee t.
First year : Mark on answer sheet under No. 143 .
I f typewriters were used, blacke n blank 1 und er No. 143 .
I f typewriters were not use d, bl acken bl ank 2 .
If typewrite r s we r e used only occasionally, blacken blank 3.
Second year: Mark on answer s heet under No . 144 .
If typewriters were used, blacken blank 1 under No . 144 .
I f typewriters we re not used, blacken blank 2.
I f typewriters were used only occasionally , blacken blank 3.
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Teacher Instructions (Continued)
C.

Grade level in school you are just completing:
Mark on answer sheet under No . 145.
If
If
If
If

D.

Senior, blacken blank 1 under No . 145.
Junior, blacken blank 2.
Sophomore, blacken blank 3.
Freshman, blacken blank 4.

Number of students enrolled in your shorthand class:
Mark on answer sheet under No. 146 and No. 147.
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If

E.

a
a
a
a

fewer than 5 students, blacken blank 1 under No. 146.
6 to 10 students, blacken blank 2 under No. 146.
11 to 15 students, blacken blank 3 under No. 146.
16 to 20 students, blacken blank 4 under No. 146.
21 to 25 students , blacken blank 5 under No . 146.
26 to 30 students, blacken blank 1 under No. 147.
31 to 35 students, blacken blank 2 under No. 147.
36 to 40 students, blacken blank 3 under No. 147.
over 40 stude nt s, blacken blank 4 under No. 147.

Length of class periods in minutes:
Mark on answer sheet und er No . 148.
40 - minute
45-minute
50-minute
55 - minute
60 -minute

F.

c lass,
class,
class,
class,
class,

blacken
blacken
blacken
blacken
blacken

blank
blank
blank
blank
blank

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Urban or Rural School:
Mark on answer sheet under No. 149.
Urban includes schoo l s in Salt Lake City area, Ogden City,
Provo City, and Logan City . All other are Rural Sch ools.
If your school is in one of the urban areas, blacken blank
under No. 149 .
If your schoo l is in a rural area, blacken blank 2 under
answer No. 149 .

Steps s ix (6) through eight (8) take 40 minutes.
6.

Now we are ready to take t he test.
re guLar shorthand not e book .

Students may take the test in a

Start the tape for the test. The tape is timed and has instructions
for performing the test. Pl ease do not stop the ta pe until the
test is completed and you are asked to do so .
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Tca~her

Instr ct ions

(Contir.~ed)

7.

When inst~ected to stop the tape ,
Should ba 40 rr&nu.tcs :rom when yo

8.

Co lect an 3w.;r shett• f:om stud nts .
This completes the test.

9.

Exhibit No . 1 does~ need to be ret urned with the tap e and the
answer sheets .

10 .

do so .
starte-d it .

pl~e2 c

Ret urn an;war sheets end the tape 11sed f or the test in the enve lope
pr ovided .
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Appendix E
Copy of Three-Minute Dictated Test Material
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:he ~umber er.To:led i~ shcrtha~d classes In the
high schools has shewn a marked inc r0a~~ . (?eriod)
~oday

10

this sul::je.:.t !.s one of the most

popular

business

o~f~red

ed~~a~ors

value ma!nly in

When shorthand was

:Period)

ed~:ation .

first taught ,

20

the fitld cf

i~

clai~ed

st&~penlng

th~

that it was of

30

pcNc=s

of obset·vation and discrimination . (Pe!:ioi!)

40

However, with the growth of business an:!
tha ir!.ct·eased

dem~r..d

fer of:!: ice ft'crkers,

educators have come to realize the
importance of

&tenog~aphy

aa a vocational

1 r:-.in .

tool . (Period) Wi :h the differE~ces
in the aim o£ :nstruction came changeo in

to

the grade pla:ement of the subject . (Per~od
The prevailing thought has always been that lt

20

should bP n£' t:r-d in high school. (Pariod}
When the 1 .. · c• · }, · gh schocl first came into

30

being, shortl,snd

~~5

moved down to that leve:-1

with little char.ge in the manner in which
th e subject "'"" ~a~ght . (Period) It was soon
realiz ed that shorthand had no place there
bee a •sr the

trai~:!.ng

had lost its

vocatic~a1

ut ility by the tome the student could
graduate . (Pe::~o:t)

of t hose with

Mo!."~over J

edu~atlon

30

2 min .

urvcy::;

on l y throllgh J• ,, • "·

10

high chool seldom found them at work ao
stenographers . (Period) ?:or this reason, shorthand

20

was returned to ttc high school level and Is
of f ered as ~e&r ss pcss!ble to the time

30
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of graduation so t~at the skill will be
retained when t~c student takes a job . (Period/

40

Because the age at ~hich students ent~r
office jobs has advanced, there is now

so

a tendency to upgrade business education
into the junior col lege . (Period)l

3 min .

(finish reading each two lines at the number of seconds
indicated to the right of the dictation mater"al . )

l commission ' s Personnel Measurement Research and Deve l opm nt Center, United States Civi l Service Commission, Stenograph e~
Ty pist, Clerk, and Office Machine Opera t or, What It Is, and How It Is
Given, (1964 Edition, Washington, D. C. : U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1964) , p . 44 .
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App endix F
Ins truc tio ns to St udents Taking Test
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EYE

LG~·:

•:o.

1

<;:RANS CRIPT --DICTATION 't:ST

Direc tions for Completing the Tranocri pt:
A TRANSCRIPT of the dictation you have just taken is given o n
page 2 and 3 with some of the words missing. There are no.mbered blank
spaces for many of the words that were dictated. Compare your notes
with the TRANSCRIPT and, when you come to a blank in the TRANSCRIPT,
decide what word (or words) belongs th ere . You are to compare your not es
with the TRANSCRIPT AND, when you come to a blank, decide what word
(or words) from the WORD LIST belongs there . For most of the blanks
the words are included in the li st beside the TRANSCRIPT; each is
followed by a number, 1, 2, 3, or 4. To show that you know which word
( or words) belong s in eac h blank space, you are to write its number
in the blank ill th e TRANSCRIPT . You are to write 2. i f the 7xac t
answer is NOT listed . (In addition you may write the word or words
or the shorthand for them, if you wish.) The same choice may belong
in more than one blank.

After you have compar~d your notes with th e TRANSCRIPT and have
chosen the answer for each blank space, you will be given add 1tional
time to transfer your answers to a separate answer sheet.

Do not go on until directed to do so .

Dir ections for Marking the Separate Answer Sheet:
On the ansv1er sheet, each number stands for the blank wi.th the

same number in the TRANSCRIPT (1 through 125 ). You are to blac ken the
space between the dotted lines beside the number that is the same as
the tlumber you wrote in the TRANSCRIPT.
Work q uick ly so that you will be able to finish in the time allowed .
First you should blacke n the spaces on the answer sheet for the blank s
you have numb ered . If you have not finished writing lett ers in the
blanks in the TRANSCRIPT, or if you wish to make sure that you have
number ed them correctly, you may continue to use your not es .
Be acctlr.ltL•, beca use your rating will depend on the spaces you
blacken on you r answer sheet ; the numbers you write on the work sheet
will not be scored . If you have to change your answer on the answer

sheet for any question, be sure to erase the first mark completely
(d o not merely cross it out) before making another.
If you finish before time is called, l ook

sure you have blac kened the sp aces you

L'Vt:l~

intend ~ J

your answer sheet to be

to blacken .

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO
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Write

2.

!.E tt.a

ar:!:)p-~."t:.."

ad mir.l::~tra ~icn~3
along the-2
area-J
at first -1
claimed- 3

classes- 2.

cone lud c,-:J
could

bt~·4

course s-3
decreas e -4

discr iminating-3
discriminatior- -4
education -2
enrol led··4
ente ring-1
field ··4
first -4
given -2
grea t-3
increa se - 1
in the··4
known -4
line -3
mainly -2
marked -2
mostly-4

i:~

N._: 1::. s ted .

cb3tl·vo.:T:r,~2
cb;u·.ingo:'fared- 3
o~ va lue-3
open- 1
popular-2
power-2

The number
a

p~wtrs-4

pract!c al -1
shaping - 1
s!-.arpen- 2
~!-.or thand -4
shown-3
stenography- 2
stt.:dy-3

-S- - 6-

s•~bject- 1

tsught -4
th at -3
the-4
these -2
this- 1
thought - 2
to be-l
trai ni ng -4
valuable - 1
vaa t-1

Write 5 i5 the answer i s NOT list ed .
a change-4
offer ed~
admini strat !on-3 offic e-1
aims-1
offi c i al-3
ofte n be en-2
always been -1
ough t to be-2
begun -4
businesses -1
place- 2
plac ement·4
came-4
pr·evail ing-2
changes - 2
:-u le -4
come-3
schoo1s-4
defect s-2
shor thand -4
demands-1
shou ld be-l
differences -4
signi
ficance-3
educat ion·2
stenography-2
educat ors-4
study -3
for-4
sub j ec t-1
given -2
thi nking - 3
grade -3
gradi ng-2
this- 1
thought- 2
has-3

2:324

of

25-

and

2-6-

. . . Eowt:ve-,

28

and

tl:.

the

36

of

With the

in tl'-e

42

o£

81

hdd-2
ha~,·e

t.:-•
c0me - 1

igh sc oo l -2

-r~alize-2

lo r.c.._ogn::.zt--2

~

--;;s-

in tl':t-

-:6-

·~,

".:-..lt..o.bl~- "!

1ncreased . ..:..

\~

lncreasing-3

when t he -4

dt

lunc.l-3

institutions-~

··~th-1

instr·uctio n-3
it-2

withot.t-3
workers-3

that

53
in

s:.

56

C:.,:\TINUE 0'{ 7-:E ~ T>'- PAGC ~;:;:•:•- , . "
WA:'7INC ~\JR A ~::G:'IA:, ,

8l
'W
We itt· ~it

tht

q'"l : :·

ar:~ t·~

_.

1~

"<~~

li ;;tel .

be(:ame-2
because -2

t--1-"3
mv l.....i .:;,.,wn l

c arne -4

L"t,..<..u pat lona l-2

ch ange-1
ch anged-3
c ould-3
could be-4
date -4
first -4

recognized - 1
sh'-'rthand-4
since -3
s oon-3
ortncgraphy-2
st>.dcnt- 1

11 J

graduate-~

studc.nt::;-·3

grad udtcd -2
had little-3
had no -1
here - 4
high-3
into be ing-1
into bu s iness-3
junior high-4
less-2
lessened - 3
leve l- 3
little-1
lost-4
manner-2
m-=thod-3

study-3

. . • When the

58

------'
59
60

~\_J j l .:' t -1
ta>,gl t -'•
that-J
the-4
their-2
th~re-2

scho;, l

57

It was

71
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that

----:pJ

this-1
time -2
trC~.ini ng -4

us cft. lness-2
uti l it y -3
voca tional-3
which - 1

Write 5 i f Lhe answer is NOT listed .
advanc;d -1
reason-2
age - l
reasons -4
as far as-3
retained-2
at which -4
schoo1-1
secretaries -4
at work-1
secur s -4
be-2
date -4
se ld om-3
education-2
showed-1
enter-4
sc-1
stenographer-3
found -4
graduating-!
studiea -2
graduation-3
su r veys- 1
has-3
take s- 1
taught - 4
high school-2
in-1
tendency -2
in order-4
th at-3
increased -4
there-2
this-1
into-2
through-C.
job-2
junior high-4
time-2

. . . Mor eoVt!t',

-sJ

of

88

with

school

For
96

_9_7_98,

to the

was
99

as

is

102

shorchdnd

loU lol

"""103

to lf.e

104
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level-3

Lf::iinir.~

'""Y bt-3

t.r...!··.._·

o~~:.-1

r~eac "'""' ~1
nearl)' c:i:::.·.J

-

.

oifered -3
often -2
only-2

wt er.-J
we. '··I
Wll'i-2

p ossi ble -~

WOL.·:d -!;

rar l y -4

;lcl'K

:. I
r ~

-i

:,·::'

·li - ~ l

lo9-iio

studen t

113

lll

112

the

a

Lng- 2

1.8

·------'
.19
,_)

Ld w. . ation

tt r'C: is

th e j unlor co lege .
12.i
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Appendix H
IBH 1230 An wer Sheet
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-,,,.,.,.,,.,----..m,;-;o;;;",------DAT E - - - - - - AGE _ _ _ SE X7iOifTD ATE OF 81 RTH1--- - --IIIIII
OL_ _
OF TEST

_

_ _ CITY

GRADE OR CLASS _ _ _ INSTRUCTOR-----------jllj

II

-----------PART-----,._~ 1----------2--------~--,

lfi ECTIONS Read each quest ton and tts numbered answers

IDE N Tl F I CAT ION

When

a ce on lhts sheet wllh o No_ 2 penctl. Make your mark as ton9 as

f-f--

e potr of lines

f--

-~-.

f---

_3 _ _ 4

u hove dectded whtch answer tS correct, blacken the correspondrn9

and completely fill the area between the potr of lines.

you chonoe your m•nd, erase your f•rst mark COMPLETELY Make
stroy

mor~s.

,_,

I - Z

0 !nOU ~to Ill

_o

__ T

...

they may count OQOtnst you

------~MPLE
C HICAGO ll
J -1 o eounlrJ

NUMBER - , __ - - - - - 1

--~S~C~O~R~E~S----~~--1

,_,

I -4

o

f--

c:it)'

---'---

~------L---T
F
T

F
z__

-

T

14

..___

_

34

15 --'

_,

19
23
27

--~-

'. '
,_

46

'

'

54

~--

58
--~

4 .

--~

-

62
66
10

'

14

--~-

'
51
55 ...

::~

_,

59
63

'
'_,

-

'

::~::

-

.

15
19

I -

--~--

--~ -

-~--

::~:

20

24
28
32

,_

--~-

36
40
44
48

::~::

,

__.._ __

56

-~--

__

- ~ --

60
64

-=~-

68
12

::~::

16

'

80
84

_,

--~--

::~:

~::
-=~ ==

--~--

:

,_

!!

--~ --

91

92

::~::

94
98

,_

96

'

100

--~ --

/02

'

106

95
99
103
101

110

Ill

114

115

116

118

/19

120

,_

'

/30
134

'

.

123

124

121

12!

Ill

132

135

156

138

139

14 0

142

143

144
148

146
/50

__3_

141

'

::~_

'

!I

10!
112

~::

--~ --

86
90

104

--~ --

--~ --

83

126

.. .

52

.

61
II

--~--

!2

122
--~-

16
-~

43

'

I!

'

.

41

50

-

12

31
35 ,.

_,

,_
-~

39

38
42

'

~

-

,_

22

26
30

T

F

II

18
_5 _

__ !_
~--

_0

3_

10

_ !_

_4

'--

2 __ 3

--~

~--

!il __ _

'
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Yt!IS STIIDY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Kathy Wright
Erma M. ~heat~
I. Saville Shupe
Melv in J . C><mble
Brenda Wild .
Pa t ricia Mur phy

7.

Nanette

8.
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19 .

20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24.
25 .
26 .
27 .
28 .
29 .
30 .
31.
32 .
33.
34.
35.
36.
37 .
38 .
39 .
40 .
41 .
42 .
43 .
44 .
45 .

~a·,'aE;c

Cleo W. Parker
Ida R. Le onard
Gladys M. Mathis
Sharon N. Olsen
Patricia Ann Pieper
Glen E. Saunders
Marvin J . bianken
!one T. Grange
Katherine B:ackham
Louise Blacker
Myrna Ellison
Shirlene Welch
Jane McClenahan
Pauline G. Lo tt
Marjorie Donog~ue
J oa n Laws on
Melba R. BlaLk
Joyce utrerlanJ
Martha Ann P::. , .r
Alice S. Sh~ya
Max Dicks on
Marjean Gibson
Jan Parke
Nary D. Nicholls
Mardell Burk~rt
Laura M. Balls
Larry Coleman
Nary HcCulley
Rodney S. Rasmussen
Francis L. Tilby
Jean Duke
Bertha Anderson
Richard C. Crocker
Wesley Johansen
Shannon Severan ·e
J une Brown
Verlyn Arslanian
Linda Sherwood

Amer ican !'ork Ki. gh
3E.:; n.

s . +ool

High S._huol
B<'rl Lomond Hi gh i dwo l
!.ocr~cnd

B:ngham 'igh ~c"(ul
Bonneville 1-!:gh ~ -h ocl
Eox Elder n:gh School
Bcx Elder high 'choo l
Bountifu l High 8,,ho::>l
Bountiful High School
Carbon High School
Cedar City High School
Clearfield High Sc hool
Clearfield High s~hool
Davl s ~i gh School
Davis 'Iigh Schooi
Dix ie High Scho 1
Duchesne High School
Dugway High s ·, hool
East Carbon High Sc hool
Emery Cou nty High Schoo l
Escalante High School
Grand County High Sc,Qol
Granger High School
C:: anitc High S.::.oul
Gc·anite High S..:hool
~i ghland High Schoo l
Highl and High S~hool
Hillcrest High qcbJol
Hillcrest High School
Juab High School
Kanab High School
Kearns Hlgh School
Logan High School
Manila High School
Milford High School
Monticell o H~gh S•hool
Horgan High Schco l
Murray High Schoo l
Nor th Summit High S~hool
Olympus High S=hool
Orem High Sch oo l
Park City High Schocl
Payson High Scho 1
Roy High School
San Juan High Schoo l
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47.

Jes sie

~8 .

Eli z ab ~•h

49 .
SO .
51.
52.
53 .
54 .
55 .
56 .
57 .
58.
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Edna Brarde
Bett Ful lmer
Jessie McKi nnon
Keith Anderson
Cl audia S. Young
Le ona M<.. cray
Elr 0y D. Ze nt n~r
Rob ert B. J ame s0n
Dan G. Ber r y
Mar i l y n B c k
Joanne M. Ct..tl r
Sh e r ry Earn r
Myrra W. Newt on
Mary B. Durham
Lois H. Morrill
Barbara L. Brown
Grace Mackay
Janet Nowell
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So<..th Eigh Schoo l
So uth Riwh Hi gh S ~h0o l
Spani sh Fork High Sw hool
Springville Hi gh School
Tin tic hi gh Schoo l
Tooele Elgh Scl-,00 1
-lnt ah :~: g h School
Uni on High Schoo l
Viewmont Eigh School
Vi ewrnont nigh S ~h col
Wasat ch Elgh S~hoo l
Wayne High School
Weber High Schoo l
Weber High School
West High School
West High Sc hool
West High School

